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ABSTRACT

OVERALL OBJECTIVE: To determine if PS-OCT can accurately quantify the

inhibitory effect of CO2 laser irradiation and fluoride on the demineralization of

enamel.

The specific aims of this study were to test the hypotheses that 1) PS-OCT can

be used to quantify the inhibition of demineralization after CO2 laser treatments,

and 2) combined therapy of CO2 laser irradiation with fluoride increases the

resistance of enamel to demineralization.

METHODS: On forty buccal and lingual halves of human teeth, the middle of a

demarcated area was irradiated with a CO2 laser at a wavelength of 9.3 pm, 1.1

J/cmºlpulse, 30 Hz, and 3-5 ns pulse.

Half of the samples were treated with topical fluoride for one minute. The other

half were not. The four treatment groups were: 1) Fluoride + Laser, 2) Fluoride

only, 3) Laser only, and 4) No Treatment. All samples were subjected to a

demineralization challenge for 12 days.

A PS-OCT system was used to collect lesion depth and integrated reflectivity

(AR) measurements Days 0, 1, 4, 9, and 12. Samples were sectioned and

images were acquired via polarized light microscopy (PLM) and transverse

microradiography (TMR) to assess lesion depth and relative mineral loss (AZ),

respectively. The lesion depths measured at 0.5 dB and 1.0 dB intensity levels

with PS-OCT were correlated to lesion depths measured with PLM.

RESULTS: PS-OCT measurements showed differences between the Fluoride +

Laser and No Tx treatment groups. Although PS-OCT did not show strong



correlations to PLM and TMR, this study shows that laser-induced changes in

enamel optical properties attenuate and depolarize near-IR light, interfering with

accurate measurements. Fluoride + Laser treatment resulted in decreased

lesion depth and severity measurements compared to no treatment.

CONCLUSIONS: PS-OCT shows promise as a non-destructive imaging

technique for characterization of enamel demineralization. Further laser

research is needed to study means of minimizing optical changes in enamel to

improve the ability of PS-OCT to image irradiated enamel. Combined treatment

of CO2 laser and fluoride application increased the resistance of enamel to

demineralization.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Overall Objective

The overall objective of this study is to determine if PS-OCT can accurately

quantify the inhibitory effect of CO2 laser irradiation and fluoride on the

demineralization of enamel.

Specific Aims

The specific aims are to test the hypotheses that:

1) PS-OCT can be used to quantify the inhibition of demineralization, and

2) Combined therapy of CO2 laser irradiation with fluoride increases the

resistance of enamel to demineralization.

A. Dental Caries and Limitations of Conventional Methods of

Caries Detection

Dental caries continues to be a major health problem in the United States." If

enamel demineralization and carious lesions are detected early enough, they can

be arrested and/or reversed by noninvasive means through fluoride therapy, anti

bacterial therapy, dietary changes, or by low intensity laser irradiation.”

Unfortunately, conventional methods of caries detection, from tactile technique to

digital x-ray systems, are not capable of early and reliable detection. Therefore,

new, more sensitive methods are needed to detect and characterize enamel

demineralization.



Visual and tactile inspection is the primary method of clinical diagnosis of caries.

Typically, a clinician will use a sharp explorer and moderate pressure to detect

softened enamel in fissures or smooth surfaces. Misuse of an overly sharp

explorer or excessive pressure may damage the surface iatrogenically.

Furthermore, some lesions are concealed under a layer of intact enamel, making

them less easily detectable. Because of these limitations, detection of caries

using visual and tactile methods have been shown to result in low sensitivity,

~0.3° Visualization, in addition to blunt explorer usage, may be an improvement

over the latter. However, the activity of the lesion, whether arrested,

remineralized or progressing, cannot be determined.

In addition to these clinical methods of caries detection, radiographs are used to

visualize interproximal caries and secondary caries, but these also have

limitations. Ionizing radiation can be used, but considerations must be made for

minimizing of radiation exposure. In addition, conventional radiographs, though

they can adequately diagnose gross caries, are not useful detecting non

cavitated lesions or root caries. Interproximal lesions may also be difficult to

detect if contact is obscured by overlap on a bitewing radiograph. Moreover,

depth of any of these lesions cannot be quantified using this method, nor can

interproximal lesions be detected if radiograph overlap occurs on bitewing

radiograph.



Several optical caries detection methods are now available to address the

aforementioned shortcomings of conventional detection: the Diagnodent",

Quantitative Light-induce Fluorescence (QLF) systems, and fiber optic

transillumination systems (FOTI), such as the DiFoti". However, all of these

optical methods have limitations regarding ability to detect subsurface lesions

and the area of tooth that can be imaged". An ideal optical method, having the

abilities to image all surfaces and detect subsurface lesions, is needed.

B. PS-OCT

1. Conventional OCT Background

Conventional Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) is a non-invasive, high

resolution imaging system that produces cross-sectional images of internal

biological structures. It is similar to ultrasound imaging, in that both techniques

use an incident beam and measure the backscattered signal. However, OCT

involves light waves whereas ultrasound utilizes sound waves.

When incident light is reflected from tissue, backscatter signals undergo multiple

scattering events. Low coherence interferometry, the basis of an OCT system,

removes that element in its measurement of backscatter. Developed by Huang

in 1991°, OCT adds a scanning component to one-dimensional optical coherence

domain reflectometry, OCDR, collecting a series of depth resolved

measurements to create two-dimensional images.



OCT has many applications in the cross sectional imaging of biological structures

including ocular, intravascular, gastrointestinal, and skin.” Colston *" was the

first to image oral soft and hard tissues with conventional OCT. Feldchtein et al.,

presented high resolution dual wavelength, 830 and 1280 nm, images of dental

hard tissues, caries and restorations in vivo." Wang et al., measured the

birefringence in dentin and enamel and suggested that the enamel rods act as

waveguides”. OCT was also used by Otis to image restorative materials and

identify pit and fissure sealants”, in which changes in mineral density of tooth

enamel were resolvable to depths of 2-3mm from the tooth surface. Amaechi et

al., demonstrated that the loss of penetration depth in OCT images correlated

with QLF measurement of smooth surface artificial caries”.

2. PS-OCT Background

Polarization Sensitive Optical Coherence Tomography is a version of OCT in

which the polarization state of backscatter is incorporated, and its fundamentals

***** In contrast tohave been well documented in numerous studies.

conventional OCT, PS-OCT utilizes polarized incident light, and measures the

intensity and polarization state of the backscattered signal in two separate

orthogonal channels: parallel and perpendicular.

The parallel-axis includes all of the backscattered light from the tooth, including

surface reflections, created by the air-enamel interface." This backscatter can

mask surface or subsurface scattering and create artifacts (spikes) in the image."

The perpendicular-axis, however, measures depolarized light in the



perpendicular polarization state, and does not detect the strong surface

reflections, giving a much clearer image of the scattering of enamel and dentin.

The reflected signals along the path of the incident light into the tissue are

expressed as one a-scan, representing one axial line into the tooth. a-scans are

combined in sequence to form a two-dimensional image, or a b-scan, analogous

to ultrasound. The y-axis on the b-scan represents the measure of the intensity

of reflectivity/depolarization and expressed in decibels (dB), a logarithmic

intensity unit, as a function of distance from the PS-OCT detector. The x-axis of

the b-scan is the transverse distance along the surface of the tooth, expressed in

pixels.

For sound enamel, the parallel axis signal is high due to surface reflection, and

the perpendicular axis signal is low because it only consists of the polarization

rotation due to enamel birefringence. When carious lesions are scanned, the

perpendicular-axis signal is high, similar to those of the parallel axis, due to the

intense depolarization of the reflected signal. This occurs with increases in light

scattering by 2-3 orders of magnitude. Because the PS-OCT system produces

images in both in the parallel and perpendicular axes, interference from the

reflection of the surface interfaces is reduced, and the contrast of the resultant

image is enhanced “”. This is the most important advantage of PS-OCT over

conventional OCT. Figures 1 and 2 from Jones et al,” illustrate the dramatic

contrast between a parallel-axis image and a perpendicular-axis image of

occlusal caries. Because the reflectivity in the parallel-axis is high, the surface



reflection is easily discernable and appears similar to the occlusal caries. In

contrast, the perpendicular-axis represents depolarization of the reflected light,

resulting in an image with a sound surface that is barely visible and the occlusal

Caries is accentuated.

Figure 1 Parallel-axis image of occlusal caries. Reflectivity from lesion is high and the reflectivity
from surface is also high.

Figure 2 Perpendicular-axis image of occlusal caries. Depolarization from surface is low, but the
depolarization from lesion is high.

Depolarization is minimal in the light reflected from sound enamel, and is so low

in the perpendicular-axis that when quantifying the signal from a carious lesion,

only the reflectivity or backscattering from the carious lesion at that stage needs

to be evaluated. Therefore the subtraction-based technique, in which Day 0



reflectivity needs to be subtracted from the current caries reflectivity, is not

needed. Because the sound Day 0 signal is unknown in a clinical setting,

evaluating a lesion without obligation of using the subtraction-based technique is

another significant advantage of PS-OCT over conventional OCT. “”

For this study, an all single-mode fiber autocorrelator-based Optical Coherence

Domain Reflectometry (OCDR) system was used and is well described by Bush

et al.”

In an autocorrelator-based OCT system, the polarized incident light is sent to a

scanning interferometer and processed using a variation of the all-fiber

Michelson white light interferometer with the probe (fiber) located external to the

interferometer. The advantage of this configuration is the probe of arbitrary

length, which precludes the need to match the length of a reference fiber to the

length of a probe fiber, as with conventional OCT.

A polarization switching probe samples different polarization states of the

reflected light. By incorporating single-mode fiber and a Faraday switch, the

probe switches between the two orthogonal, or perpendicular, polarization states.

Because a pm-fiber is not used, the images are free of the many artifacts as

compared to those that are generated with a pm-fiber interface that are prone to

matching problems. The main disadvantage is that, in order to acquire the

images of both orthogonal polarizations, two scans are required instead of one.



3. PS-OCT Studies

Baumgarter et al., presented the first polarization resolved images of dental

caries, but the penetration depth was low.” PS-OCT that utilizes near-infared

light (830-1550 nm) increases penetration depth over the visible range.” Within

this wavelength range, as the backscattering decreases, the penetration

increases. Jones et al., demonstrated that penetration depth can vary within the

same tooth due to differences in tooth topography.”

The scattering in enamel decreases with increasing wavelengths. The

magnitude of scattering at 1310 nm and 1550 nm is more than 30 times lower

than at visible light waveslengths”. Beyond 1550 nm, scattering ceases to

decrease and penetration ceases to increase due to the increasing absorption of

water in the enamel. *

Otis reported that imaging depth is determined by the combination of the amount

of light that penetrates the tissue and the image acquisition time.” A 1310 mm

imaging system is superior to one that operates at 850 nm.” Everett et al.,

presented polarization resolved images using a high power 1310 nm broadband

source and a bulk optic PS-OCT system”. PS-OCT can produce images with

high transversal and depth resolution on the order of 10 um.”

Ngaotheppitak et al., * measured the severity of interproximal lesions with PS

OCT operating at 1310 nm to acquire polarization-resolved images of lesions on



extracted teeth. They reported that the integrated reflectivity, AR, in the

perpendicular-axis of the PS-OCT scans correlated well with the integrated

mineral loss, AZ, from as measured by the gold standard, transverse

microradiography, and can therefore be used to quantify the degree of

demineralization of a Carious lesion.

Jones et al., also demonstrated PS-OCT was able to observe mineral volume

changes, via measurement of optical reflectivity, upon enamel remineralization.”

They concluded that optical reflectivity provided a non-destructive means of

quantifying enamel remineralization and, can potentially be of use in monitoring

lesion activity.

PS-OCT can also successfully detect artificial lesion progression on occlusal

surfaces and under sealants and composite restorations.” Due to the

polarization component of PS-OCT, strong surface reflection is not confused with

actual demineralization occurring.” This group also demonstrated the PS-OCT

can image the effects of fluoride-enhanced remineralization of mild and severe

early artificial in vitro caries. *

Most recently, Chong et al., further demonstrated that PS-OCT could accurately

track the initiation and progression of early demineralized lesions around

orthodontic brackets and analyze the protective effects of different fluoride

modalities in decay prevention peripheral to the brackets. 30



In addition to the clinical methods of caries detection mentioned above,

radiographs are utilized to visualize interproximal caries and secondary caries.

PS-OCT has several advantages over conventional radiographic techniques for

caries detection. PS-OCT uses near-infrared light instead of ionizing radiation,

as emitted by conventional radiographic techniques. Though the proper use

conventional radiographic techniques, via minimization of radiation exposure,

poses an acceptable health risk, exploration of non-radiation emitting methods is

justified. Conventional radiographs, though they can adequately diagnose gross

caries, are not able to detect non-cavitated lesions or root caries. Interproximal

lesions may also be difficult to detect if contact is obscured by overlap on a

bitewing radiograph. The depth of any of these lesions cannot be quantified

using this method, nor can interproximal lesions be detected if radiograph

overlap occurs on bitewing radiograph. PS-OCT, however, can produce images

with high transverse and depth resolution on the order of 10 um”.

C. CO2 Laser Treatment

Lasers have been used in dentistry for over four decades. The ruby crystal laser

was developed in 1960° and increased resistance to acid dissolution in

enamel.” The argon laser” (A = 499-514 nm) and Nd:YAG laser" (A=1064 nm)

have also been shown to decrease enamel susceptibility to caries-like lesions.

Stern and Sognnaes” reported, however, that the carbon dioxide laser is the

most efficient laser in reducing rate of enamel demineralization.

10



The CO2 laser was developed by Patel in 1964* and its role in dental caries

prevention has been explored in several studies. These investigations focused

on the laser effect of increasing the resistance of enamel to demineralization by

reduction of the effective solubility if its mineral components.”

1. CO2 Laser Treatment Mechanisms of Action

Several theories have been put forth regarding the mechanism behind the

inhibitory effect of lasers on enamel demineralization. An early theory related

decreased enamel solubility and the intense temperatures to which enamel is

raised by laser irradiation. Holcomb and Young * observed a significant

increase in human dental enamel structural order resulting from heat treatment in

the temperature range of 275 to 400° C. Fowler and Kuroda” also found that,

upon being heated to 100 to 650°C, enamel apatite was modified and

experienced a decreased solubility. They also found that laser-irradiant

conditions that produce localized temperatures above 650° C may have a

deleterious effect on tooth enamel solubility unless calcium is introduced to

increase the CalP ratio approximating that of hydroxyapatite. Hsu et al. showed

dramatic decreases in the initial dissolution rates of both carbonated apatite

(CAP) heated to temperatures up to 500° C and CO2 laser-irradiated human

tooth samples. *

One prominent theory states that lasers can be used to effectively modify the

chemical composition of the mineral phase of enamel. *** In its natural form,

the mineral of enamel is carbonated hydroxyapatite (CAP), having carbonate

11



inclusions which disturb the physical structure of the mineral and, therefore,

render it susceptible to acid dissolution. According to the mineral phase

transformation theory, the light from the CO2 laser interacts with the phosphate

groups in the mineral, is absorbed efficiently and transformed into heat. Upon

reaching temperatures in excess of 400°C, carbonate inclusions decompose,

and CAP is converted to hydroxyapatite (HAP). *** This new, more pure
46,60–62mineral phase has reduced reactivity to acid dissolution is attributed for

resistance to demineralization of CO2 laser irradiated enamel.

Kantorowitz et al., also observed beneficial changes to occur at temperatures

below the tooth mineral's melting point." They reported both fusion at the

enamel surface and microfractures 50- to 75 microns deep into enamel and,

notably, the intact enamel in between the microfractures were found to be totally

resistance to demineralization. They concluded that enamel fusion and crazing

was not necessary to achieve inhibition.

McCormack also found that surface melting and fusion are not necessary in

increasing enamel resistance”. This finding supports the theory that chemical

changes in enamel, such as reduction in the carbonate content of the enamel

surface layer, results in increased resistance to demineralization.*****

Other notions of CO2 laser effect on enamel solubility have been investigated.

Borggreven et al., also suggested that chemical changes, such as the loss of

organic matter and carbonate, lead to the resistance of irradiated enamel to

12



subsurface demineralization.” Fowler et al., suggested that the conversion of

acid phosphate to pyrophosphate upon laser treatment, also contributes to

irradiated enamel's increased resistance to demineralization”. Nelson and

colleagues noted the presence of tetracalcium diphosphate monozide, a less

soluble compound, on the CO2 laser-irradiated surfaces, and theorized its

Contribution to laser-irradiated enamel's increased resistance to

demineralization.*

2. CO2 Laser Treatment Parameters

In general, the optimal therapeutic effect of laser treatment is produced by a

variety of laser conditions in order to maximize the effect of rendering enamel

more resistant to demineralization and minimize the amount of heat deposition in

the tooth and chances of structural or pulpal damage. These parameters are

wavelength, fluence, pulse duration, and repetition rate. For clinical application,

the surface enamel heating must not lead to consequent pulp chamber

temperature rises of more than 5.5°C.”

CO2 lasers applications in dentistry operate at the wavelength range of 9.3 pm

and 9.6 pm.****" CO2 laser energy is readily absorbed by enamel in this

range because radiation in the infrared region coincides closely with some of the

apatite absorption bands, mainly phosphate absorption bands. ****" Figure

3 shows that the phosphate group in enamel best absorbs CO2 laser light at 9.3

|Im.

13
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Figure 3 Infrared transmission spectrum. The molecular groups responsible for absorption are
indicated yth the relevant laser wavelengths. The phosphate groups in enamel best absorb light
at 9.3pm.

Pulsed laser irradiation, as opposed to continuous wave irradiation, provides a

way of increasing the peak power density while keeping the pulse energy density

at low levels, thereby minimizing the cumulative energy deposition. Energy

(heat) deposition is minimal, and as a result, changes such as fusion, melting,

carbonate loss, and re-crystallization of enamel crystals can be confined to a thin

surface region without affecting the underlying dentin or pulp.

Theoretically, the most effective demineralization inhibition would be exhibited

when the thermal relaxation time and the pulse duration are similar so that the

maximum heat is produced near the surface at the lowest possible fluence, with

a minimum of unwanted heat diffusing to the interior of the tooth.

14



3. CO2 Laser Treatment Studies in Demineralization Inhibition

Using low fluences (2-5 J/cm3), a short pulse duration (100 us) and a repetition

rate that allows to dissipation of heat (10 Hz), Featherstone and Fried"

demonstrated a 60-70% decrease in caries progression in a pH cycling model.

Hsu et al., also reported nearly complete protection from demineralization using

low energy laser.” At even lower fluences of 1.0-1.5 J/cmº, Tange and

coworkers also showed that CO2 laser treatment can decrease demineralization

by over 50%.”

In an in vivo study on dog teeth, by Powell et al.,, found no pulpal damage on

laser irradiated with non-laser-irradiated control teeth. They concluded that CO2

laser power densities of 13 to 102 J/cmº could be used to irradiate enamel of

teeth without damage to the pulp.”

In an more recent in vivo study to identify laser parameters that are safe for the

dental pulp, Goodis et al., found that a TEA CO2 laser operating at 9.6 pm

wavelength, 1.5 J/cmº fluence, 10 Hz repetition rate, and 1 mm spot size

diameter, caused no permanent/serious pulpal damage. At these energy levels,

they concluded that lasers can be used safely for caries prevention treatments in

humans.”

Studies have also focused on pulse duration and repetition rate parameters of

CO2 laser delivery, pulpal safely, and inhibition to demineralization. Kantorowitz
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and colleagues" demonstrated that lased samples, when irradiated with 25 or

less pulses of 0.1 – 0.2 pis duration, exhibited an 87% inhibition rate and had

significantly smaller lesions than controls. Featherstone et al., advocated that

the optimal number of pulses to be less than 25 for pulpal safety."

D. Fluoride Treatment

The widespread use of fluoride has been attributed as the reason behind the

decline of dental caries over the last few decades in the United States.”

Fluoride is well known for its role in the inhibition of dental decay.

The mechanisms of fluoride are threefold: inhibition of mineral dissolution,

enhancement of remineralization, and antibacterial action.” Topical application

results in adsorption of fluoride from solution or gels onto the tooth mineral

crystal surface. Calcium fluoride is formed on the surface enamel and

microscopically between enamel crystals, decreasing the solubility of the tooth

structure and, thus, inhibiting demineralization for up to several days." Fluoride

will also increase remineralization by combining with calcium and phosphate to

form a fluoroapatite-like veneer on the crystalline surface, which greatly

increases the tooth's resistance to acid dissolution. Lastly, fluoride also has an

antibacterial effect, interfering in several important bacterial metabolic enzymatic

functions.”
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E. Combined Fluoride + CO2 Laser Treatment

1. Combined Fluoride + Laser Treatment

Several studies have investigated the combined use of fluoride and lasers for the

inhibition of demineralization of enamel, of which different mechanisms of action

have been postulated. Several studies have suggested there is an increase in

fluoride uptake in laser irradiated enamel. ** Meurman suggested that the

CO2 laser may convert HAP to FAP instantaneously, in the presence of fluoride,

and that fluoride uptake may be enhanced in the form of firmly-bound fluoride.”

Holcomb and Young” suggest that heat transforms enamel structure from a

more susceptible CAP to a an acid-resistant, HAP. Wheeler and colleagues,”

however, found that laser-induced thermal transfer was not needed to decrease

enamel solubility. In their UV laser study, they observed that short UV laser

pulses are primarily absorbed by protein and lipid localized between the enamel

prisms, effectively etching the surface without thermal modification of the mineral

phase. Such etching, in addition to an increased surface roughness, increased

the permeability of the enamel surface and the subsequent absorption of fluoride.

They further showed that laser treatment, followed by topical application of

fluoride, significantly increased the resistance to acid dissolution to a level of over

50% versus the control samples. Laser treatment alone, however, conferred

increases susceptibly to demineralization because the etch surface allowed for

increased area for dissolution. This finding was consistent with that found by
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Fowler and Kuroda,” that laser treatment alone actively accelerated the

dissolution rate.

Putt et al.” also suggested protection from demineralization was not heat

related. Instead, they suggested that increased surface area in the form of

cracks and roughness contribute to greater fluoride uptake and increased

calcium-fluoride-like material formation. Hossain et al.,,” proposed that CO2

laser treatment increases fluoride adhesion to the underlying microstructure, thus

sustaining the inhibitory effect on demineralization for a longer time.

Many studies have shown an increase, even significant synergistic effect

between laser irradiation and fluoride treatment in increasing enamel resistance

to demineralization. Featherstone et al.” reported total inhibition of lesion

progression in a pH-cycling model. They used a 5 minute application of fluoride

gel and CO2 laser irradiation of 9.32pm wavelength, and 15 m.J and 200 pulses.

Hsu and colleagues found nearly the same success when they combined

fluoride-laser treatment, resulting in 98.3% reduction in mineral loss when

compared with sound enamel.” Phan et al., * used long-pulsed CO2 laser

irradiation, and demonstrated an 87% decrease in dissolution rate when they

treated enamel with fluoride. Rodrigues et al., " in an in situ study, demonstrated

that, when combined, it is possible to decrease laser energy density of the laser

and fluoride levels. They found a 76% decrease in mineral loss when they

treated intraoral enamel with CO2 laser irradiation plus a fluoride dentifrice as

compared to a 32% decrease when enamel was treated by laser irradiation and a
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non-fluoride dentifrice alone. More over, the same group showed that CO2 laser

irradiation in combination with fluoride treatment is more effective in inhibiting

caries-like lesions than CO2 laser irradiation or fluoride alone.”

Investigations have also been performed to study the effect of sequence of

fluoride treatment and CO2 laser irradiation in protecting enamel from dissolution.

Nobre dos Santos” found a 76% inhibition of lesion progression in contrast to

49% when laser treatment at 9.6 pm (1.5 J/cm per pulse) preceded fluoride

treatment. They suggested treating enamel with APF followed by laser

treatment. In contrast, Tepper and colleagues” showed that simultaneous

application of CO2 laser treatment through fluoride solution produced significantly

higher fluoride contents in surface enamel layer than fluoride or laser treatment

alone.

F. Summary

PS-OCT is a promising new technique that has been shown to non-destructively

characterize demineralization.

The overall objective of this study is to determine if PS-OCT can accurately

quantify the inhibitory effect of CO2 laser irradiation and fluoride on the

demineralization of enamel.

Our goals are to determine if PS-OCT can be used assess the progression and

quantify the inhibition of demineralization after CO2 laser irradiation and show
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that combined therapy of CO2 laser irradiation with fluoride decreases lesion

depth and severity.

In this study, we measured the lesion depths and severity of lesions with PS

OCT over a twelve-day demineralization challenge. We then compared Day 12

PC-OCT results to those of Polarized Light Microscopy (PLM) for lesion depth,

and Transverse Microradiography (TMR) lesion severity.
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II. METHODS

A. Sample Preparation

1. Sample Acquisition and Mounting

Sound human posterior teeth (n=20) were collected from three dental offices in

the San Francisco, California area. Collection was carried out under the exempt

category of the Committee on Human Research of the University of California,

San Francisco. The teeth were cleaned and sterilized with gamma radiation.

Each tooth was inspected, and those with visually non-carious buccal and lingual

surfaces were selected. Following root resection, the crowns were sectioned into

buccal and lingual halves under copious irrigation. The halves were then

mounted in black orthodontic acrylic blocks of 12 x 12 x ~30 mm dimension, with

the buccal or lingual side centered and exposed. Samples were stored in a moist

environment of 0.1% thymol to prevent bacterial growth.

To remove any previously fluoridated enamel, and to ensure a homogeneous

surface for lesion generation, each sample was polished with 5 pm aluminum

oxide slurry for one minute in five-second intervals with a Robinson brush.

Samples were then rinsed with double deionized water.

2. Fiducial Marking

To delineate a 2x2 mm window (Figure 4) on the surface of each sample,

fiducial markings were created using the TEA CO2 laser (Impact 2500, GSl
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Lumonics Rugby, UK) to ablate 50pm landmarks into the enamel. The laser was

set at a fluence of 30 J/cm”, an energy level greater than the fluence used for

experimental irradiation. The laser operated at a wavelength of 9.3 pm and

beam diameter of 200 pm. The laser energy was calibrated and measured using

a laser energy/power meter (EPM 1000, Coherent-Molectron, Santa Clara,

California) with an ED-200 Joulemeter (Gentec, Quebec, Canada). Laser was

scanned at a rate of 3mm per second. No air or water cooling was used.

3. Enamel Varnish Application

The enamel outside of the fiducial markings was then varnished (Figures 4 and

5) with acid-resistant clear nail polish (Revlon, New York, New York). The

purpose of the varnish was three-fold:

1) Creation of a 2x2 mm window of bare enamel for controlled exposure to test

Conditions

2) Protection of the peripheral enamel, serving as the control for each sample

3) Allowance of PC-OCT scanning through a transparent barrier, as advocated

by Wu et al., in contrast to other studies that used opaque lacquers
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Varnished Enamel i
(protected from Non-varnished Enamel

demineralization) ( d texposed to
demineralization)

Figure 4 Schematic of varnished enamel outside of window (protected from demineralization) and
exposed enamel inside of window (not protected from demineralization.

Figure 5 Photo of sample mounted in acrylic. A 2x2 mm window is delineated by fiducial
markings. Transparent varnish is applied outside the window, creating a square area of exposed
enamel.

B. Treatment Sets, Areas, and Groups

The 40 samples were divided into two sets of twenty halves, with care taken to

avoid assigning both halves of one tooth into the same treatment group. The first
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set was treated with both fluoride and CO2 laser irradiation, (the Fluoride Set).

The second set received CO2 laser irradiation alone with no fluoride treatment,

(the No Fluoride Set). Table 1 reviews the division of the Treatment sets in to

Treatment areas Varnish areas. It further summarizes the treatments rendered

in relation to the laser-irradiated and non-laser-irradiated areas.

Tx Area: Tx Area: Varnished
Tx Set Laser Non-Laser Irradiated Area

Irradiated | (+ control) (- control)

Fluoride ||.” |Fluoride. Fluoride..., |***aSe■

Table 1 Treatment Sets and Treatment Areas within the each set

C. Fluoride Application

For the Fluoride Set, TOPEX*60-Second" 1.23% acidulated phosphate

fluoride gel (Sultan, Englewood, New Jersey) was applied to the enamel for one

minute, and gently rinsed with double deionized water.

D. CO2 Laser Irradiation

For both groups, the TEA CO2 laser, mentioned above, was used to uniformly

irradiate the enamel across the center of the 2x2 mm window (Figure 6).

However, in contrast to the settings used for fiducial marking, the experimental

laser operated at a lower fluence of 1.1 J/cm■ /pulse, which has been shown in

previous studies” to have a synergistic effect with fluoride in rendering enamel
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almost resistant to acid dissolution. It was programmed to operate at a

wavelength of 9.3 pm, creating a spot diameter of 1.5 mm and generating 30

pulses per spot of 20 ns duration, at a scanning distance of 250 pm. Spots

overlapped by one third.

-

: Non- Non

Varnished : laser- Laser- laser- :; inadiated "**** irradiated
(apical) (coronal)

-

Figure 6 Schematic of Treatment areas. The laser-imadiated area is located in the middle third of
the 2x2 mm window and the non-laser-irradiated areas are located on the Outer thirds of the
window.
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Fluoride Set

Fluoride
Protected :

-
:

: Fluoride * Fluoride :
- (apical) Laser (coronal)

Figure 7 Schematic of a sample from the Fluoride Set. The Treatment areas are 1) Fluoride +
Laser and 2) Fluoride Tx. The Fluoride Tx area is composed of the areas termed Fluoride apical
and Fluoride coronal, on either side of the Fluoride + Laser area.

No Fluoride Set

Protected
No Tx

(coronal)

No Tx

(apical)

Figure 8 Schematic of a sample from the No Fluoride Set. The Treatment areas are 1) Laser Tx
and 2) No Tx. The No Tx area is composed of the areas on the No Tx apical and No Tx corona, on
either side of the Laser area.
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E. Demineralization Challenge

In vitro caries-like lesions on the enamel were formed using a demineralization

regimen recently described by Jones et al.” During the demineralization

challenge, each sample was exposed 24 hours a day to a non-agitated 50 ml

aliquot of acetate buffer solution containing 2.0 mmol/L calcium, 2.0 mmol/L

phosphate, and 0.075 mol/L acetate maintained at pH 4.9 and a temperature of

37°C. Both sets were subjected to a demineralization challenge for a total of 12

days, with removal from solution at day 1, 4, and 9 and 12 for PS-OCT scanning.

The pH of the solutions was verified prior to each demineralization episode.

F. PS-OCTAnalysis

1. PS-OCT Imaging

An all single-mode fiber autocorrelator-based Optical Coherence Domain

Reflectometry (OCDR) system (Optiphase, Inc., Van Nuys, CA) was used for PS

OCT imaging (Figure 9) and is well described by Bush et al.” This system used

a polarization switching probe, high efficiency piezoelectric fiber-stretchers and

an InCaAs receiver.
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Figure 9 Optical Coherence Domain Reflectometry Device and fiber optic inputs

The OCDR was integrated with a broadband high power superluminescent diode

(SLD) (Denselight, Jessup, MD) with an output power of 45 mVW and a bandwidth

of 35 nm and a high-speed XY-scanning system (ESP 300 controller & 850HS

stages, National Instruments, Austin, TX) for in vitro optical tomography. The

probe was designed to provide a spot diameter of 50mm over a range of 10 nm.

We also used another system (Figure 10) that is based on a polarization

sensitive Michelson white light interferometer" for the pilot study based on seven

samples. The high power (48 mVW) polarized SLD source operated at a center

wavelength of 1310 nm with a spectral bandwidth of 35 nm, and was aligned

using a polarization controller to deliver 48 nW into the parallel-axis of the

polarization maintaining fiber of the source arm of the interferometer. This light

was split into the reference and sample arms of the Michelson interferometer by

a 50/50 pm-fiber coupler. The sample arm was coupled to an AR coated fiber

collimator to produce a 10 mm diameter, collimated beam. That beam was
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focused onto the sample surface using a 22 mm focal length AR achromatic lens.

This configuration provided axial and lateral resolution of better than 20 pm with

a signal to noise ration of 40–500B. Both orthogonal polarization states of the

light scattered from the tissue were coupled into the parallel and perpendicular

axes of the pm-fiber of the sample arm. A quarter wave plate set at 22.5° to

horizontal in the reference arm rotated the polarization of the light by 45° upon

reflection. After being reflected from the reference mirror, the sample and

reference beams were recombined by the pm fiber-coupler. A polarizing cube

split the recombined beam into its horizontal and vertical polarization

components of parallel and perpendicular axis components, which were coupled

with two detectors. The light from the reference arm was polarized at 45° and,

therefore, split evenly between the two detectors. Reading of the signal from

each receiver channel represents the intensity for each orthogonal polarization of

the backscattered light. The pm-fiber based PS-OCT system is depicted in

Figure 9 and described in greater detail by Fried et al."
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Figure 10 Schematic and photo of Scanning Autocorrelator system and polarization switching
probe, including high efficiency piezoelectric fiber-stretchers and an InCaas receiver.
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Tooth blocks were scanned in a standardized holder which oriented the light

beam to the approximate center of the designated area of interest on the enamel

surface as seen in Figure 11.

Figure 11 PS-OCT system: Acrylic block is in standardized holder, and the light beam is oriented
to the approximate center of the tooth.

One hundred eighty 20 pm sections were taken in the x-direction at three 100 pm

intervals in the y-direction at distance of 250 pm. Three scans were taken of

each sample at each timepoint generating 3 b-scans per sample per timepoint.

Initial scans were taken prior to demineralization challenge to verify that the

enamel was free of demineralization and to serve as control scans for analysis of

lesion progression.
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2. PS-OCT Line Profiles

In a perpendicular-axis PS-OCT image, the surface is discernable as well as any

structures that will create backscatter, i.e., demineralized lesions, the DEJ, and

cracks. In all of the PS-OCT images of this study, the entire span of the 2x2 mm

window, as well as at least 200 pm of protected enamel on either side of the

fiducials, was included. The fiducials appeared as "V"-shaped notches in the

enamel, and served as landmarks for the treatment areas in between them.

From each PS-OCT perpendicular-axis image, four line profiles (a line on a b

scan which represents an a-scan to be analyzed) were taken for analysis of

extent of demineralization (Figure 12).

:

º

-::
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Varnished Enamel

: Non-laser- || Laser , | Non-laser
: irradiated irradiated irradiated
: (apical) (coronal)

Figure 12 Schematic and PS-OCT image of the ideal locations of four line profiles taken from
each b-scan. The solid line represents a line profile location of the Protected area. The dashed
line represents the line profile location for the Laser Irradiated areas (Fluoride + Laser Tx and the
Laser Tx area). The dotted lines represent the location for the apical and coronal line profiles for
the non-Laser-In■ adiated areas (Fluoride Tx and No Tx areas). The "V" shapes on the b-scan
represent the fiducial markings made by laser ablation and serve as landmarks.

The location of each Protected area was selected upon the criterion of having the

least demineralization within 200 pm outside of the fiducials. Visual inspection of

polarized light microscopy images were used to verify proper location based on

this criterion.
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For the non-laser irradiated areas, two line profiles were taken, one apically and

one coronally to the laser irradiated area. The average of two values was used

to represent the composite lesion depth and reflectivity of non-laser-irradiated

treatment areas.

The location of the line profiles for the laser irradiated area was chosen to be at

the Center of the Outer third of the laser irradiated area. The Centers Or the

irradiated areas were not chosen because the surface topography is relatively

rough, causing disproportionately high background scatter. The outer third of the

irradiated area, however, exhibits less roughness, and, therefore, gives a more

consistent measurement.

Figure 13 is perpendicular-axis PS-OCT image with a line profile designated at

the No Tx coronal location. The enamel surface in the line profile is located at the

axial distance of ~1450 pixels and the lesion ends at ~1300 pixels.
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Figure 13 Line profile on a perpendicular-axis PS-OCT image of Sample B on Day 4 at the No Tx
coronal location. The two blue lines indicate the boundaries of the line profile. The y-axis
represents the axial distance into the tooth, and the x-axis represents the distance along the tooth
surface. The red areas represent the backscatter. Note the surface starts at ~1400, and the area
of backscatter is ~100 pixels deep.

3. PS-OCT Line Profiles

A graph of each a line-profile, measuring reflectivity verses depth from the

detector to the enamel surface, was generated using IgorPro software

(Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego, Oregon) to assess backscatter. The line-profile of

Figure 13 is depicted in Figure 14. There is a sharp increase in reflectivity at the

enamel surface at ~1450 pixels, and a decrease in intensity as the lesion ends at

~1300 pixels. The background value of reflectivity for that line profile is ~31dB.
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Figure 14 Line profile from the PS-OCT image in Figure 13. The enamel surface is at ~1400
pixel position along the axial depth, the reflectivity peaks to ~50 dB and the background
reflectivity is ~31dB.

Each line profile was then processed to integrate the reflectivity and subtract the

background reflectivity to 0 dB (Figure 15).
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Figure 15 Integrated line profile. The red line represents the line profile. The blue line is the
integration of the line profile. The background reflectivity is zeroed.
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4. PS-OCT Lesion Depth Measurements

To assess progression of lesion depth, all samples were scanned using the PS

OCT system on Days 0, 1, 4, 9 and 12 of demineralization challenge. The depths

of the lesions were measured from the PS-OCT images at a reflectivity level, or

intensity level, of 0.5 dB and 1.0 dB above background.

Figure 16 illustrates the depth measurement on a line profile. On the line profile,

the difference along the axial depth, or x-axis, at the level of reflectivity, or y-axis,

of 0.5 and 1.0 dB, represents the respective lesion depths.

15 — Lesion depth at 1.0 dB
Lesion depth at 0.5 dB

■ º
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Axial Depth (um)

Figure 16 Lesion depths from line profile taken from Figure 13. The dotted green line represents
the reflectivity at a level of 0.5 dB. The solid green line is the difference along axial depth of the
line profile at the level 0.5 dB, representing the measurement of the lesion depth at 0.5 dB. The
dotted black line represents the reflectivity at a level of 1.0 dB. The solid black line is the
difference in axial depth of the line profile at level of 1.0 dB, representing the measurement of
lesion depth at 1.0 dB.
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5. PS-OCT AR Measurements

To assess progression of lesion severity, the AR was measured along the

integration line from the surface of the enamel to a point 200 pm into the tooth

along the axial depth, or x-axis. The difference in the y-axis between the two

points represents the AR. Figure 17 illustrates the AR measurement.

200pm

i
I I I

O 500 1OOO 1500 2000
Axial Depth (um)

Figure 17 Integrated line profile with markers at the surface and a point 200 pm into the tooth,
along the x-axis. The integrated reflectivity measurement is the difference in y-axis values
between the two markers.

Figure 18 shows the two superimposed line profiles to help conceptualize the

relationship between sound tissue versus a demineralized lesion on a line profile.

Sound structure shows low reflectivity and demineralized structure shows high

reflectivity.
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Figure 18 Two superimposed PS-OCT line profiles derived from two different-line outs. The red
line profile represents backscatter from a demineralized lesion plotted against the depth of the
signal into the tooth. The blue line profile represents minimal backscatter from sound tissue.

G. Histologic Analysis Preparation

After PS-OCT scanning was complete on Day 12, the entire enamel surface

allowed to dry in preparation for application of cyanoacrylate adhesive (Hot Stuff,

Super "T", Simi, CA). The purpose of the adhesive was to increase each

specimen's resistance to fracture during sectioning process. Three layers were

applied to each sample. Each layer was allowed to dry before application of the

next.

Ideally, thin sections of 80-100 pm thickness should be used for both

transmission microradiography and polarized light microscopy, and thinner
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sections are more desirable for comparison with the 20 pm thick PS-OCT scans.

However, demineralized enamel is very brittle and difficult to cut into thin section

without fracture. Attempts to produce such thin sections often result in an

unacceptable high loss rate of samples/sections, therefore we chose a more

reliable target section thickness of 200 pm.

Samples were cut into sections by a different microtome (Isomet 5000 Linear

Precision Saw, Buehler, Coventry, UK) than that mentioned earlier. The

microtome was initially programmed to cut 200 pm thick sections using a blade of

0.3 mm thickness. Of the samples that survived microtome sectioning, 400-500

pm thick sections were polished down to ~200 pm thick sections for PLM and

TMR examination. The thickness of each section was measured with a digital

micrometer (Digimatic Indicator, Mitutoyo Industries, Kanagawa, Japan) with 1

pm resolution. Attempts to remove all cyanoacrylate adhesive were made,

however, some adhesive was excessively tenacious and purposefully left on the

sample in order to prevent further loss of samples.

The samples that fractured beyond the point at which they could be handled for

analysis were discarded and not further analyzed.
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H. Polarized Light Microscopy Analysis

1. PLM imaging and Depth Measurements

Sections were imbibed in water and examined at up to 500x with a polarizing

microscope (Series 7, Westover Scientific, Seattle, WA) interfaced to a high

resolution digital camera (Figure 19) with Image Pro Plus image analysis

software (Media Cybernetic, Silver Spring, Maryland).

Figure 19 Digital camera mounted onto microscope for PLM imaging

On a PLM image, demineralization and laser treatment causes the affected

structure to appear dark due to loss of birefringence. Measurements of the

depths of the demineralized lesion, that layer of enamel appearing very dark

brown to black, were made with the same imaging software
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(IgorPro software, Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego, Oregon) that is capable of direct

length and area measurement. For each sample, four depth measurements

were made corresponding to the four line profiles measured using PS-OCT

analysis, namely the laser-irradiated, non-laser-irradiated areas, and a protected

area. Figure 20 is a PLM image with the lesion depth marked for the lesion

depth measurement of the No Tx apical area.

Figure 20 PLM image of post-demineralization enamel. Dark areas at surface represent
demineralized tissue. The white line represents the depth measurement for the No Tx epical area.
The clear substance on the surface is cyanoacrylate adhesive used in the sectioning process.

I. Transverse Microradiography Analysis

1. TMR Imaging

Following PLM analysis, sections were mounted on holders for TMR imaging.

Using Cuka radiation from a Philips 3100 x-ray generator and a Photonic Science

FDl x-ray digital imager (Microphotonics, Allentown, Pennsylvania) (Figure 21),

images generated and optimized by adjusting exposure time in 1 second

intervals, ranging from four to seven seconds. Background measurements of air

were taken from each holder.
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Figure 21 TMR system: High-resolution digital transverse microradiography system with motion
control system, x-ray diffractometer, and sample mount.

The TMR images were converted from 12-bit intensity values representing x-ray

attenuation through the thin sections, to volume 96 mineral using a calibration plot

of the background signal and the section thickness.

To verify that each microradiograph was able to be used for accurate

measurement of AZ, the volume percent mineral was calculated for a known

sound area. If the enamel volume percent mineral was not found to be between

80–95, the sections were re-measured for section thickness and re-imaged until

satisfactory volume percent mineral was obtained.
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2. TMR Line Profiles and AZ Measurements

For TMR analysis of each sample, four line profile locations were selected to

correlate with the line profile locations used for PS-OCT and PLM analysis.

Figure 22 is a TMR image with a line profile designated for the No Tx apical area.

Using the same software as in PS-OCT analysis, line profiles were generated,

and integrations taken to give relative mineral loss data, expressed as AZ.
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Figure 22 TMR image with line out at No Tx apical area

From each line profile (Figure 23), two AZ measurements were made, and a

corrected AZ was calculated to account for the "edge effect." The edge effect is

an artifactual phenomenon on TMR images in which the outer-most edge of the

enamel surface may appear to be demineralized. This effect can be due to the

perceived differences mineral content from one side of a curved surface to the

other at that edge. This is more apparent on thicker sections. The "edge effect"
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is analogous to a similar effect found when using microhardness testing, in which

the outer 15 pm of enamel is standardly ignored. Since this study used sections

of ~200 pm thickness, a mathematical correction was more appropriate to

address the edge effect.

The first AZ measurement, AZ outer, was made from 0 to 200 pm from the surface,

representing what we will term the “outer enamel" which encompasses the

sample edge and lesion. The second AZ measurement, AZ inner, was made from

the distance of 200 pm from the surface to 400 pm from the surface,

representing what we will term the "inner enamel," which encompasses the

sound background tissue.
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Figure 23 Line profile from TMR line out. The “outer enamel" is represented by the distance
along the line profile between the black marker which represents the surface and the green
marker which represents the point in enamel 200 pm into the tooth. The %vol mineral loss, AZ
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outer, is the difference along the 9%vol mineral or y-axis between the black and green markers.
Similarly, the “inner enamel" is represented by the distance between the green marker and the
purple marker, which represents a point in the enamel 200 pm deeper into the tooth. The %vol
mineral loss, AZ inner, is the difference along the 9%vol mineral or y-axis between the green and
purple markers.

The difference of AZ inner less the AZ outer was used to represent the AZ, as

depicted in Equation 1. The AZ comected value, symbolized simply as AZ, was used

for all statistical analyses.

AZ = AZ inner enamel T AZ outer enamel

Equation 1 The calculation of AZ for adjustment for the "edge effect". The
corrected AZ is equal to the difference between AZ inner and AZ outer.

J. Statistical Analysis

1. Comparisons of PS-OCT Lesion Depths and Reflectivity

Measurements at Days 0, 1, 4, 9, and 12

For longitudinal comparison of the changes, lesion depth and integrated

reflectivity from PS-OCT analysis, the average lesion depths, measured at 0.5

and 1.0 dB, and AR values were calculated for each Treatment group (Fluoride +

Laser, Fluoride, Laser, and No Tx) or Protected area (Protected F set and

Protected No F set) for each day. A repeated measures ANOVA was used to

compare the averages over Days 0, 1, 4, 9, and 12.
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2. Comparison of Experimental Treatments in the Inhibition of

Demineralization

Comparison of the treatment group averages was used to determine the

effectiveness of the treatment modalities in inhibiting demineralization. A one

way ANOVA was used initially to compare the averages of the four treatment

groups and protected areas. The Tukey post-hoc test was then used to directly

Compare the average of each treatment group to the others.

3. Comparison of the PS-OCT to PLM, and PS-OCT to TMR

A linear regression correlation analysis compared PS-OCT to PLM depth

measurements. The average depths, measured at 0.5 dB and 1.0 dB, derived

from Day 12 PS-OCT images were plotted against the average depths as derived

from PLM images. PLM depth was plotted on the x-axis, and PS-OCT depth was

plotted on the y-axis.

A t-test was used to compare the gold standard, microradiography, to the PS

OCT results. A linear regression correlation compared PS-OCT to TMR lesion

severity measurements. The average AR of each treatment group was plotted

against the average AZ of each treatment group. AZ was plotted on the x-axis,

and AR was plotted on the y-axis.
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III. RESULTS

A. PS-OCT Data

1. Surface Melting at Center of Laser-Irradiated Areas

Along the surface of the laser-irradiated enamel, the center exhibited more

melting than the wings peripheral to it. Because laser energy is Gaussian in

shape (Figure 24), the enamel at the center of the laser beam receives more

energy, and resultant heat, than the enamel at edges of the Gaussian curve.

Figure 24 3-dimensional representation of the Gaussian curve, the pattern in which laser energy
is emitted.

The topographical result is a rougher center (Figure 25) that scatters and

depolarizes incident light. On a perpendicular-axis PS-OCT image, backscatter

from roughened surfaces appears as depolarization (Figure 26).
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Width of Laser Irradiated Area

-------------------------- --------------------------

--------------------

Figure 25 4x magnification photo of melted CO2 laser irradiated enamel. Differential melting of
enamel results in a more reflective surface topography at the center verses the wings of the
irradiated area. The extent and severity of melting mirrors a Gaussian curve.

Width of Laser Irradiated Area

Center

Figure 26 PS-OCT image illustrating the intensified reflectivity at the center of the laser-irradiated
areas verses the wings that how little to no reflectivity. The areas lateral to the wings, showing
the most intense backscatter, represent the demineralized lesions of the non-laser-irradiated
areas.

It was important to identify this phenomenon so as to avoid the interpretation of

reflectivity due to surface roughness as depolarization from demineralization.
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Upon non-magnified visualization of laser-irradiated enamel however, the optical

changes were hardly visible (Figure 5), and the quality of esthetics was

maintained despite the melting seen on magnification

2. Differences in Perpendicular vs. Parallel-Axes

PS-OCT b-scan images, in both parallel and perpendicular axes, of Sample M on

Day 12. The parallel-axis image (Figures 27) shows intense backscatter at the

surface. The perpendicular-axis (Figures 28) is less affected than the parallel

axis by the confounding surface reflection of the incident polarized light. This

was a consistent finding in all of the b-scans.

Figure 27 Parallel-axis PS-OCT b-scan image shows that the protected surface areas, outside
of the fiducials, show moderate backscatter intensity due to high reflectivity. This effect
confounds the analysis of demineralized vs. enamel.
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Figure 28 Perpendicular-axis PS-OCT b-scan image shows minimal backscatter signals on the
surface due to low depolarization of reflected light. In contrast, the areas of demineralization, that
depolarize light and render backscatter signals on the PS-OCT image, are clearly resolved.

Since sound tissue backscatter in the perpendicular-axis is minor, the lesion

severity in the perpendicular-axis is quantified by simply integrating the

reflectivity of the Day 12 lesion. This straightforward method differs significantly

to a subtraction-based technique needed for the parallel-axis image in which

prior knowledge of the Day 0 sound tissue reflectivity is needed.”

3. PS-OCT Lesion Depths (at 0.5 dB) at Days 0, 1, 4, 9, and 12

In order to assess the progress of lesion development, we analyzed both lesion

depth and lesion reflectivity with PS-OCT of the period of 12 days of

demineralization challenge. In these results, we will review the longitudinal

changes in average lesion depth of all Treatment Groups and Protected areas at

a reflectivity level of 0.5 dB, then at 1.0 dB. We will then specifically review the

average lesion depths of Treatment groups and Protected areas at Day 12, again

at the level of 0.5 dB and 1.0 dB, and compare those averages to each other.

To assess the validity of PS-OCT as a means of measuring lesion depth, we will
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compare Day 12 lesion depths as measured by PS-OCT with Day 12 lesion

depths as measured by PLM. r

Upon analyzing the average lesion depth of all Treatment groups and Protected

Areas over the demineralization period, we expected to see several trends:

1. At Day 0, all Treatment groups as well as Protected areas should have

minimal lesion depth values. Though they have undergone fluoride application

and/or laser irradiation, they all should be free of any demineralization.

2. As demineralization challenge progresses after Day 1, the lesion depths of all

treatment groups which are exposed to the solution should consistently increase,
*** *

peaking at Day 12. The Protected areas, in contrast, should consistently exhibit * --

lesion depth values close to that of Day 0 because the enamel is protected from º
dissolution by the varnish. º
3. Among the Treatment groups at each day, the Fluoride + Laser group should essaº

have the most shallow lesion depths, if the synergistic effect of dual treatment

applies. The No Tx group, therefore, should show the deepest lesion depth since

that enamel was subjected to demineralization with no therapeutic form of º

protection. Between the Laser group and Fluoride group, the more efficacious of t

the anti-demineralization treatments should show the lesser AR. ( ;

To investigate the progression of lesion depth over the demineralization period,

we studied the measurements made at the reflectivity of 0.5 dB for each
-
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Treatment group and Protected area at Days 0, 1, 4, 9 and 12. Table 2

summarizes the averages and standard deviations of these lesion depths.

Significant differences in lesion depth over the five timepoints are also indicated.

Tx Group Day
0 1 4 9 12

Fluoride + Laser 47(19) a 72(30) b 75(27) a 41(12) a,b | 40(17) a,b
Laser 58(32) a 74(24) a,b 92(23) b 65(20) a,b 49(30) a
Fluoride 59(9) a 78(36) a 79(36) a 42(25) a 59(28) a
No TX 64(29) a 80(26) a | 112(24) b 91(30) a,b 80(46) a
Protected F set 54(19) a,b 53(24) a,b | 77(23) b 37(23) a 30(15) a
Protcted No F set 45(19) a 47(17) a 90(47) b 33(23) a 31(15) a

Table 2 PS-OCT lesion depths (pm) at 0.5 dB of Days 0, 1, 4, 9, 12: Means, standard deviations,
and significant differences between days in each group. There is no significant difference
between the groups with the same letter, reading across the rows.

In Figure 29, the average lesion depths and standard deviations were plotted

against lesion depth, as measured at the level of 0.5 dB. Each bar represents a

Treatment group or Protected area Day 0, 1, 4, 9 or 12.
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º: : PS-OCT lesion depths at 0.5 dB of all Treatment groups and Protected areas at Days --- S., 1, 4, 9, and 12. The error bars represent standard deviation.

| -

From Figure 29, we can compare our results with what was expected: º º º

1. At Day 0, the range of average lesion depths over all groups and areas was º
19pm. This is greater than expected because the entire enamel surface was º

expected to be sound and the lesion depths to be minimal as well consistent with
j \,

each other. - -

2. When Day 0 was compared to Day1, there was an increase in lesion depths *.

for all Treatment groups, but none for the Protected areas. When Day 1 was

compared to Day 4, there was a significant increase in lesion depth for the No Tx ()

group and both Protected areas. There was virtually no increase in the Fluoride ×

+ Laser, Laser and Fluoride groups. When Day 4 was compared to Day 9, there S.
was an overall decrease in mean lesion depths values, most significant in the L
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Protected areas. When Day 9 was compared to Day 12, there was in increase in

depth value of the Fluoride group, but decrease in the Laser and No Tx group.

3. At every point analyzed, the No Tx group consistently showed the greatest

lesion depth compared to all other groups. Compared to other groups, the

Fluoride + Laser group showed the greatest difference from the No Tx group.

There was less variation among the other Treatment groups and Protected

a■ e3S.

4. PS-OCT Lesion Depths (at 1.0 dB) at Days 0, 1, 4, 9, and 12

To further investigate the progression of Lesion depths over the demineralization

period, we analyzed the average depths measured at the level of 1.0 dB in the

same manner as above. Table 3 summarizes the averages, standard deviations,

and significant differences in lesion depth over the five timepoints.

Tx Group Day
O 1 4 9 12

Fluoride + Laser 37(19) a 58(30) b 50(20) b 22(8) a 30(16) a
Laser 49(42) a,b 58(20) a,b | 74(18) a 46(20) a,b | 34(28) a
Fluoride 44(15) a,b | 68(42) a,b | 72(42) a 24(18) b 45(31) a,b
No TX 70(55) a 66(18) a 98(19) a 65(16) a 72(53) a
Protected F set 44(21) a 68(81) a 60(22) a 19(17) a 20(14) a
Protected No F set 58(47) a 30(20) a 62(31) a 23(20) a 14(15) a

Table 3 PS-OCT lesion depths (um) at 1.0 dB of Days 0, 1, 4, 9, 12: Means, standard deviations,
and significant differences between days in each group. There is no significant difference
between the groups with the same letter, reading across the rows.
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In Figure 30, the average lesion depths and standard deviations were plotted

against lesion depth as measured at the level of 1.0 dB. Each bar represents a

Treatment group or Protected area Day 0, 1, 4, 9 or 12.

Fuonde and Laser
D Laser

D. Fluoride

GNo TX
-

D Protected (FSet)

| GProtected (NoF set
-i

Figure 30 PS-OCT lesion depths at 1.0 dB of all Treatment groups and Protected areas at Days
0, 1, 4, 9, and 12. The error bars represent standard deviation.

From Figure 30, we can compare our results with what was expected:

1. At Day 0, there was again more variation than expected between the

Treatment groups and Protected areas. The range was 33 pm.

2. When Day 0 was compared to Day 1, there was an increase in all Treatment

groups. The Protected F set area showed a slight decrease in depth

Weasurement, and the Protected No F set remained the same. When Day 1 was

Compared to Day 4, there was an increase the No Tx groups and Protected F set.
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When Day 4 was compared to Day 9, there was a significant decrease in all

groups and areas. When Day 9 was compared to Day 12, there was again a

general decrease in lesion depth with the exception of the Fluoride + Laser group

average that remained the same and the Fluoride group that increased.

3. At each day analyzed, the No Tx group showed the greatest lesion depth.

The Fluoride + Laser group consistently showed the shallowest average depth of

the Treatment groups.

In general for the PS-OCT assessment of lesion depths over the demineralization

challenge, the results from Day 0 to Day 4 were more consistent than Days 4 to

12 compared to what was expected.

5. PS-OCT Lesion Depths (at 0.5 dB) at Day 12

To assess the effectiveness of CO2 laser irradiation, fluoride application and a

combination of the two therapies in decreasing enamel solubility, we compared

average lesion depths at Day 12 of the four Treatment groups to each other and

to the Protected areas.

Table 4 and Figure 31 summarize the mean lesion depths, standard deviations

and significant differences between the Treatment Groups and Protected Areas

at 0.5 dB at Day 12.
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Mean depth (0.5dB Siqnificant
Tx Area º ) SD É.

Fluoride + Laser 40 17 a

Laser 49 30 a

Fluoride 59 28 a,b
No Tx 80 46 b

Protected F set 30 15 a

Protected No F set 31 15 a

Table 4 Day 12 PS-OCT lesion depth at 0.5 dB. Averages, standard deviations and significant
differences. There is no significant difference between the groups with the same letter.
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Protected (FSet) Protected (No F Set)

Figure 31 PS-OCT mean lesion depths at 0.5 dB of Treatment groups and Protected Areas at
Day 12. Error bars represent standard deviation. Same color bars indicate no significant
difference between groups.

The No Tx group and Fluoride groups showed a significantly deeper lesion

depths than all other groups (p<0.05). With the exception of the No Tx group

(p<0.05), all other Treatment groups showed no statistical difference from the

Wrotected areas. This finding indicates that the treatments rendered are effective

in increasing the resistance of enamel to demineralization.
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As measured by PS-OCT at the level of 0.5dB, there was a 50% inhibition of

demineralization in the Fluoride + Laser group, 39% inhibition in the Laser group,

and 29% inhibition of the Fluoride group. These percentages were calculated as

the ratios of Treatment group depth value over the No Tx group depth value.

6. PS-OCT Lesion Depths (at 1.0 dB) at Day 12

To further assess the effectiveness of CO2 laser irradiation, fluoride application

and a combination of the two therapies in decreasing enamel solubility, we

compared the Day 12 average lesion depths measured at 1.0 dB of the four

treatment groups to each other and to the Protected areas.

Table 5 and Figure 32 summarize the average lesion depths and standard

deviations at 1.0 dB of the Tx Groups and Protected Areas at Day 12.

Tx Area Mean depth (1.0dB) SD Significant
(um) Difference

Fluoride + Laser 30 16 3

Laser 34 28 3

Fluoride 45 31 a

No Tx 72 53 b

Protected F set 20 14 a

Protected No F set 14 15 a

Table 5 Day 12 PS-OCT lesion depth at 1.0 dB: Averages, standard deviations and
significant differences. There is no significant difference between the groups with the
Same letter.
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Figure 32 PS-OCT mean lesion depths at 1.0 dB of Tx groups and Protected Areas at Day 12.
Error bars represent standard deviation. Same color bars indicate no significant difference
between groups.

At 1.0 dB, similarly to 0.5 dB, the No Tx group again showed statistically

significant deeper lesions when compared to all other Treatment groups and

Protected areas (p<0.05). Again, the three treatments were effective in

producing a significant decrease in enamel solubility as compared to no

treatment.

As measured by PS-OCT at the level of 1.0 dB, there was a 57% inhibition of

demineralization in the Fluoride + Laser group, 52% inhibition in the Laser group,

and 37% inhibition of the Fluoride group, when compared to the No Tx group.
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7. PS-OCT Integrated Reflectivity at Days 0, 1, 4, 9 and 12

In addition to assessing lesion depth progression with PS-OCT, we also

investigated lesion reflectivity using the same methods. In the following sections,

we will review the longitudinal changes in average integrated reflectivity, AR, of

all Treatment Groups and Protected areas. We will then specifically review the

average AR of Treatment groups and Protected areas at Day 12 and compare

those averages to each other. To assess the validity of PS-OCT as a means of

measuring lesion severity, we will compare Day 12 integrated reflectivity, AR, as

measured by PS-OCT with Day 12 lesion 9%mineral loss, AZ, as measured by

TMR.

Upon analyzing the average AR values of all Treatment groups and Protected

Areas over the demineralization period, we expected to the trends similar to

those for lesion depth:

1. At Day 0, all Treatment Groups, as well as Protected areas, should have

minimal AR values. Though they have undergone fluoride application and/or

laser irradiation, they all should be free of any demineralization.

2. As demineralization challenge progresses after Day 1, the AR of all

Treatment groups, which are exposed to the solution, should consistently

increase, peaking at Day 12. The Protected areas, in contrast, should

consistently exhibit AR values close to that of Day 0 because the enamel is

protected from dissolution by the varnish.
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3. Among the Treatment groups at each day, the Fluoride + Laser group should

have the lowest AR, if the inhibitory effect of dual treatment applies. The No Tx

group, therefore, should show the highest AR since that enamel was subjected to

demineralization with no therapeutic form of protection. Between the Laser

group and Fluoride group, the more efficacious of the anti-demineralization

treatments should show the lesser AR.

Table 6 and Figure 33 display the PS-OCT-derived mean integrated reflectivity

measurements, AR, of the Treatment Groups and Protected areas at Days 0, 1,

4, 9 and 12.

DayTx Group
0 1 4 9 12

Fluoride + Laser | 162(77) a,b 159(62) a,b | 199(86) a 77(77) b 82(42) b
Laser 160(103) a,b | 162(49) a,b | 253(91) a 137(187) b | 81(60) b
Fluoride 151(38) a 197(83) a 228(130) a 124(80) a | 155(84) a
No TX 159(70) a 253(96) a 464(156) b | 234(79) a | 199(149) a
Protected F set 166(61) a 168(124) a 211(78) a,c || 48(23) a,b 56(37) a,b
Protected No F set | 168(115) a | 112(88) a 259(122) a,c 61(47) a,b 71(51) a,b

Table 6 PS-OCT integrated reflectivity, AR, of Days 0, 1, 4, 9, 12: Means (dB x pm), standard
deviations, and significant differences between days in each group. There is no significant
difference between the groups with the same letter when read across the table.
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Figure 33 PS-OCT integrated reflectivity data, AR, of Tx groups and Protected Areas at Days 0,
1, 4, 9, and 12. The error bars represent standard deviation.

From Figure 33, we can compare our results with what was expected:

1. On Day 0, all Treatment groups and Protected areas showed similar AR

values, as expected.

2. When Day 0 was compared to Day 1, no significant increases or decreases

were found in among any of the groups. When Day 1 was compared to Day 4,

there was a significant increased in AR in the No Tx Group (p<0.001). When Day

4 was compared to Days 9 and 12, there was an unexpected and significant

decline in AR for all groups. When Day 9 was compared to Day 12, there were

no significant differences in any treatment groups. For Days 9 and 12, the

signals were, in general, weaker than in Day 0 and Day 1.
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3) At every time point analyzed, including Days 9 and 12, the No Tx group

showed greatest integrated reflectivity, and the Fluoride + Laser Group showed

the least average integrated reflectivity. There were no trends in Fluoride group

or Laser group. The Protected areas were similar to each other at each day,

showing slightly less reflectivity than the Fluoride+ Laser group.

8. PS-OCT Integrated Reflectivity at Day 12

To further assess the effectiveness of CO2 laser irradiation, fluoride application,

and a combination of the two therapies in decreasing enamel solubility, we

compared the Day 12 integrated reflectivity, AR, measurements of the four

Treatment groups to each other and to the Protected areas.

Table 7 and Figure 34 summarize the mean AR values and standard deviations

the Treatment Groups and Protected Areas at Day 12.

Mean AR Siqnificant
Tx Area (dB x 9m) SD É.

Fluoride + Laser 82 42 3.

Laser 81 60 a

Fluoride 155 84 a,b
No TX 199 149 b

Protected F set 56 37 3.

Protected No F set 67 52 8

Table 7 PS-OCT integrated reflectivity, AR, at Day 12: Means, standard deviations, and
significant difference. There is no significant difference between the groups with the same letter.

is ºr ºr

sº º

{ }
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Figure 34 PS-OCT mean AR of Treatment groups and Protected Areas at Day 12. Error bars
represent standard deviations. Same color bars indicate no significant difference between
groups.

The No Tx and Fluoride groups showed the most reflectivity. These two groups

were significantly different from the others (p<0.05). The Fluoride + Laser, Laser,

and Fluoride groups exhibited so little reflectivity that they were not significantly

different from the Protected areas. These results indicate the three treatments

were effective in increasing the resistance of enamel to demineralization.

As measured by AR, there was a 59% inhibition of demineralization in the

Fluoride + Laser group, 59% inhibition in the Laser group, and 29% inhibition of

the Fluoride group, when compared to the No Tx group.
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B. Polarized Light Microscopy Data

1. PLM Images

PLM produced images of sample cross-sections. The locations of the line

profiles taken for both PS-OCT and TMR were verified with inspection of PLM

photos (Figure 35). Most notably, if demineralization was found in at the

Protected line profile location due to varnish peeling and subsequent exposure to

demineralization solution, another less-demineralized location was chosen. On

samples G, P, S, V, W, X and Y, the Protected area location was re-selected to

be on the coronal side of the fiducial markings. For these samples, the new

location for the Protected measurement was also re-analyzed on the PS-OCT

and TMR images, and the new values were used for statistical analysis.

Figure 35 PLM image of Sample S. The dark areas along the surface represent demineralized
lesions, including the demineralized area to the apical to the fiducial markings (left in this photo).
The Protected area was analyzed to the coronal of the fiducial markings (right in this photo). Also
noted are a crack in the middle of the laser irradiated area and remnant cyanoacrylate adhesive,
on the surface which could not be removed without fracture of the delicate sample.
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2. PLM Statistics

To assess the validity of PS-OCT in the measurement of lesion depth, we

compared Day 12 mean depths, measured at both 0.5 and 1.0 dB, with the lesion

depths derived from PLM analysis.

Table 8 and Figure 36 show the averages of the lesion depth values (um) of the

Treatment groups and Protected areas at Day 12.

Mean lesion Siqnificant
Tx Area depth (um) SD i.

Fluoride + Laser 29 19 a

Laser 69 38 8

Fluoride 93 42 a,b
No Tx 131 32 b

Protected F set 36 29 a

Protected No F set 48 14 a

Table 8 PLM lesion depths at Day 12; means, standard deviations, and significant differences.
There is no significant difference between the groups with the same letter.
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Figure 36 PLM mean lesion depths of Treatment groups and Protected Areas at Day 12. Error

bars represent standard deviations. Same color bars indicate no significant difference between

groups

The No Tx group exhibited a significantly deeper lesion depth than all groups

except for the Fluoride group (p<0.01). These two groups were significantly

different from the rest of the groups (p<0.05). There were no significant

differences between any of the groups.

As measured by PLM, there was a 78% inhibition of demineralization in the

Fluoride + Laser group, 47% inhibition in the Laser group, and 29% inhibition of

the Fluoride group, when compared to the No Tx group.
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C. Transverse Microradiography Data

1. TMR Images

TMR produced radiographs of the sample cross-sections. Figure 37 is the TMR

image of sample B. The white line represents the line profile location for the No

Tx apical area. All line profiles locations on TMR were selected to be consistent

with the line profile locations already selected for PS-OCT and PLM analyses.
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Figure 37 TMR image of Sample B. Entire area of interest, between the "V"-shaped fiducials, is
visible as well as Protected coronal area to the right. The white line represents the line profile
location of the No Tx apical area. The lightest area on the image represents sound enamel. The
darker areas at the surface represent the demineralized lesion. The darker gray area represents
dentin. The black area represents air.

2. TMR Statistics

To assess the validity of PS-OCT in the measurement of lesion severity, we

compared Day 12 PS-OCT integrated reflectivity, AR, values with TMR relative 9%

mineral loss, AZ, values.
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Table 9 and Figure 38 show the average AZ values for each area at Day 12.

Mean AZ Siqnificant
Tx Area [%vol x pum] SD É.

Fluoride + Laser 2190 1017 a

Laser 2854 694 a,b
Fluoride 3027 1430 a,b
No TX 3714 1419 b

Table 9 TMR relative mineral loss, AZ, at Day 12; means, standard deviations, and significant
differences. There is no significant difference between the groups with the same letter.

Fluoride + Laser Laser Fluoride No Tx Protected (FSet) Protected (No F Set)

Treatment Group

Figure 38 TMR relative mineral loss data of Treatment groups and Protected areas at Day 12.
There is significant difference among the following groups: Fluoride + Laser Tx vs. No Tx
(p<0.01), and No Tx vs. Protected F set (p<0.01). The same color in each bar indicates no
significant difference between groups.

There is a significant difference among the groups: Fluoride + Laser Tx vs. No Tx

(p<0.01) and No Tx vs. Protected (F Set) (p<0.01). The Protected F set showed
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increased AZ, such that it was not significantly different from the No Tx group.

There were no other significant differences between the groups. These results

indicate the only the Fluoride + Laser treatment is effective in rendering enamel

less susceptible to dissolution, as compared to No Tx. Similarly to the results of

AR analysis, the No Tx group showed the greatest AZ value and the Fluoride +

Laser group showed the least mean AZ value. These results were moderately

consistent with the results of the comparison of Day 12 PS-OCT analysis of

lesion severity.

As measured by TMR, there was a 41% inhibition of demineralization in the

Fluoride + Laser group, 23% inhibition in the Laser group, and 18% inhibition of

the Fluoride group, when compared to the No Tx group.

E. Correlation of Imaging Modalities

Figure 39 is a composite of Sample B including a photo of the gross surface and

cross-sectional images: perpendicular-axis of PS-OCT, PLM photo, and TMR.

The "V"-shaped fiducials, located 2 mm apart, provide landmark for the

Orientation of the extent of lateral locations of the Treatment areas to each other,

and for the cross-sectional images, provide references for the depth of the

lesions. The depth and lateral extent of the lesions correspond well upon visual

inspection. They are quantitatively similar as well.

>
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Figure 39 Composite of Sample B: Gross photo of entire Treatment on enamel surface, PS-OCT
perpendicular-axis cross-section image, PLM cross-section image, and TMR cross-section
image. On the gross photo, demineralization is dramatically visualized by intense white lesions, ---

in contrast to the laser irradiated area showing no white lesion.
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1. PS-OCT vs. PLM in the Measurement of Lesion Depth

We expected that the PS-OCT lesion depth measurements, taken at the

reflectivity levels of 0.5 dB and 1.0 dB, should reflect those of taken from PLM.

To quantify our prediction, two linear correlations were made, one for depths

measured at 0.5 dB and the other for depths measured at 1.0 dB. Each sample

value for each Treatment group was compared to the depths measured with PLM

(Appendices A, B, and C). There were 43 comparisons. Sample N for the No

Tx group was discarded as an outlier because it was outside of two standards

deviations.

Figure 40 is the plot of the correlation between the lesion depth as measured by

PLM and the lesion depths, as measured by PS-OCT at 0.5 dB and 1.0 dB, of

the four Treatment groups.
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-
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Figure 40 Correlation of lesion depths, as measured using PLM and PS-OCT. Blue points
represent average lesion depths measurements gathered at 0.5 dB. The correlation coefficient is
r=0.564 (r’=0.303) Pink points represent depth measurements gathered at 1.0 dB. The
correlation coefficient is r-0.550 (r’=0.302). The error bars represent standard deviations

There were moderate correlations between the lesion depths as measured by

PS-OCT and PLM at 0.5 dB (r=0.564) and 1.0 dB (r=0.550). r was significantly

different from zero (p<0.0001). These fair correlations are suggestive that PS

OCT can be used to accurately measure lesion depths.

2. PS-OCT vs. TMR in the Measurement of Lesion Severity

As with lesion depth measurements made with PLM, we expected the PS-OCT

reflectivity measurements, AR, to correlate well with TMR relative mineral loss

values, AZ.
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To quantify our prediction, a linear correlation was made using the PS-OCT

measurement of each sample in each Treatment group, versus the TMR

measurement. (Appendices D and E). Figure 41 is the plot of 40 samples.
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Figure 41 Correlation of lesion severity, integrated reflectivity (AR) from PS-OCT versus relative
mineral loss (AZ) from TMR. The points represent the average AR and AZ for 41 samples. The
correlation coefficient is r=0.391. (r^- . 153) r was not significantly different from zero.

As the AZ values increased, the AR values also increase, however, the

correlation between the PS-OCT and TMR measurements were low (r=0.391). r

was not significantly different from zero.

3. *% Inhibition Demineralization of Treatment Groups

From Day 12 measurements presented in the results above, the 9% inhibition of

demineralization was calculated, using the measurements from the No Tx group
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as the reference. We expected that the Fluoride + Laser would show the

greatest effect in reducing enamel solubility with the highest 9% inhibition rate in

all imaging modalities. The summary of the 9% inhibition of demineralization per

treatment group and imaging modality is presented in Table 10.

The Fluoride + Laser group consistently showed greatest 9% inhibition followed by

the Laser group, then the Fluoride group. Of the imaging modalities, TMR

consistently showed the lowest inhibition rates. No other trends among the

modalities were noted.

PS-OCT | PS-0CT PS-OCT | TMR

º depth depth º severity severity(0.5 dB) (1.0 dB) (AR) (AZ)
Fluoride + Laser | 50 57 78 59 41

Laser 39 52 47 59 23

Fluoride 27 37 29 22 18
No Tx O O O O O

Table 10 % inhibition of demineralization by Treatment group. The No Tx measurement was
used as reference, therefore, the No Tx group shows 0% inhibition. Higher values imply greater
effectiveness of a treatment in reducing demineralization.

F. Notable occurrences

1. Demineralization of Protected Areas as a Result of Varnish

Delamination

While suspended in the acidic buffer solution during the demineralization

challenge, pieces of clear varnish peeled from the enamel surface of samples A,

H, X, Y, 11, 14, and 18. As a result, some demineralization occurred in the

areas that were intended to remain Sound, and the AR values were Consistent

-
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with those from the lesions that were deliberately exposed to the

demineralization solution. Protected area line profile locations were re-selected

to locations that appeared free of inadvertent demineralization upon PLM

visualization.

Delamination was observed as early as Day 1, both visually, and in the PS-OCT

images. As precaution for further demineralization of the Protected areas,

varnish was reapplied to each sample prior to each demineralization challenge.

However, the previous varnish was not removed prior to reapplication.

2. Section Fragmentation

Several samples were cut excessively thin during the post-demineralization

sectioning process. Though the microtome was programmed to automatically cut

sections to specified thickness of 200 pm, 19 of the 40 samples (D, E, F, I, J, K,

L, 0, R, T, 1, 2, 3, 4, 10, 13,15, 16, and 19) were fragmented into pieces too

minute to handle and, therefore, were not further analyzed. Because samples

were not analyzed with either PLM or TMR, PS-OCT data would have no

reference with which to compare, and were not included in PS-OCT analyses.

Sample W was fractured after PLM analysis but before TMR analysis. TMR

data did not include Sample W.
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3. File/Sample Loss

The digital files of Samples M, N, 5, and 6 from Day 9 were lost in data transfer,

and these samples were not analyzed at that time point. The averages for

Treatment areas and Protected areas on Day 9 reflect all samples excluding

these. In addition, the TMR files of Sample A and X were corrupted and were not

able to be analyzed.
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IV. DISCUSSION

The overall objective of this study is to determine if PS-OCT can accurately

quantify the inhibitory effect of CO2 laser irradiation and fluoride on the

demineralization of enamel. More specifically, our goals are to test the

hypotheses that 1) PS-OCT can be used to quantify the inhibition of

demineralization, and 2) combined therapy of CO2 laser irradiation with fluoride

increases the resistance of enamel to demineralization

In order to address these goals, we will first discuss PS-OCT longitudinal data

derived from over Days 0, 1, 4, 9, and 12 of demineralization challenge, then the

PS-OCT post-demineralization data, and compare them to that of PLM and TMR.

We will also discuss the comparison of the Fluoride + Laser group to the other

Treatment groups, longitudinally and at Day 12, as measured by all three

imaging modalities.

A. PS-OCT

1. Lesion Depth Measurements

a. Temporal Lesion Depth Measurements

Lesion depth was measured by PS-OCT over Days 0, 1, 4, 9, and 12. Two sets

of PS-OCT measurements were made at the reflectivity levels of 0.5 and 1.0dB.

Overall, there should be an increase in lesion depth from Day 0 to Day 12.
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The results derived from both intensities revealed similar trends: a steady

increase in lesion depth from Day 0 to Day 4, a drastic decrease from Day 4 to

Day 9, and an absence of increase from Day 9 to Day 12.

There are three possible reasons for the lack of increase of lesion depth

throughout the demineralization challenge. First, because it not feasible that the

lesions remineralized during the submersion in a solution of pH 4.9, there must

have been inconsistencies in the PS-OCT imaging process from Day 4 to Day

12.

There could be several possible explanations for these inconsistencies. For

example, if, on Days 9 and 12, the diode emitted an incident beam of less

intensity than that of Days 0, 1 and 4, the reflected light would, in turn, be

reduced in intensity, resulting in a decreased backscatter reading. The diode

was set consistently from day to day, however. If we had a calibration system in

which light from the diode was analyzed to have the same intensity from day to

day, that check may produce results more consistent with the expected findings.

A second possible explanation for the longitudinal inconsistencies in our PS-OCT

analysis could be that the incident beam was not positioned perpendicularly onto

the tooth surface. If so, the reflected light would not be angled into the detector,

giving only minimal backscatter. The PS-OCT system, however, was set up on

a rigid table with a sample holder firmly locked into a sliding mechanism. The

S.
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sliding mechanism allows movement of the holder in one dimension, closer or

further from the light source, and does not allow lateral movement or pivoting of

the sample. Because we used the same PS-OCT system set up from Day 0 to

Day 12, this factor is not likely to be the reason behind a decrease in depth

lesions and integrated reflectivity measurements.

Or lastly, if there was obstruction in the reflected light's path from the sample to

the detector, the detector would fail to sense the full backscatter signal. Special

care, however, was taken to keep the area of scanning free of clutter or

Obstruction.

There exists also the possibility that the demineralization process came to a hold

or eventually reversed in depth. Between Days 4 and 9, if the enamel

demineralized to the extent that calcium and phosphate dissolved into solution to

achieve equilibrium concentration and, the rate of demineralization would equal

the rate of remineralization. Demineralization and remineralization may occur in

different areas within the lesion. Remineralization Could OCCur close to the lesion

surface and could give the illusion of a decreased lesion depth measured by PS

OCT. This explanation for lack of lesion depth increase over the

demineralization challenge is not likely, however, because each sample was

stored individually in 50 ml aliquots. To absolutely prevent this process, we could

have tested calcium and phosphate levels in the demineralization solutions after

*
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each demineralization period. Though we tested solution pH, we did not perform

Other tests.

In addition to a possible inconsistency in monitoring lesion progress, Day 0

measurements of lesion depth seemed excessive. The lesion depths for Day 0

were expected to be minimal since the samples were not yet exposed to the

demineralization process. Though there may be minimal backscatter due to the

surface reflection at Day 0, even in the perpendicular-axis, depth measurements

before any demineralization should be lower than any depth measurement after

the start of demineralization. However, at both reflectivity levels of 0.5 and 1.0

dB, the depths measured at Day 0 were less than Days 9 and 12.

In addition to the explanations offered above for the low readings on Days 9 and

12, a possible reason for excessive depth measurements of sound tissue is the

increased penetration of incident PS-OCT light through sound tissue with minimal

backscatter.”

Sound surface tissues and tissues deep to surface cause minute backscatter, as

seen as faint red signals on a PS-OCT image (Figure 42). The minor backscatter

registers in the perpendicular-axis as minimal signals, and increases the

integrated reflectivity reading as compared to background reflectivity.
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Because we measured as low levels of reflectivity of 0.5 and 1.0 dB, even the

least intense backscatter signals are included in the depth measurement. The

measure of depth at 0.5 dB would yield a much higher depth value than a

measure made at a higher level, for example, 4.0 or 5.0 dB.

1500

1000

500

O 50 100 150

Figure 42 Perpendicular-axis image with line profile of the Protected area of Sample 12 on Day
0. The area between the blue lines indicates the width of the line profile to be analyzed. There is
little reflectivity at the surface, at ~1500 pixels, but there is also subsurface reflectivity between
~900 and ~1400, as indicated by the faint red signals.

In Figure 43, the line profile for the PS-OCT image in Figure 43 is measured at

three levels of reflectivity: 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 dB. If depth is measured at the level

of 0.5 dB, much of the minute background backscatter will register as lesion

depth. However, if the depth is measured at a level of 2.0 dB, the less intense

signals do not contribute to lesion depth measurement and only that part of the

line profile that peaks above the level of 2.0 dB is registered as lesion. In this
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case, the lesion depth would be only ~100 pm instead of ~700 pm. The former is

more consistent with PLM image. If the depth was measure at a level of 4 dB,

the lesion depth out be 0pm because the line profile does not reach that level on

the y-axis.
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Figure 43 Line profile of the Line out from Protected area of figure above. The lesion depth at
0.5dB, indicated in green, is ~700pm. The lesion depth at 1.0dB, indicated in black, is ~575pm.
If the lesion depth at 2.0 dB, indicated in blue, is ~100pm.

The most plausible explanation for the deep Day 0 depth measurements, is that,

since we measured lesion depth as such low reflectivity levels of 0.5 and 1.0 dB,

the increased penetration of incident light though non-demineralized tissue

caused even the most faint backscatter to register as reflectivity, and therefore

lesion depth.

For future studies, to avoid disproportionately high values of Day 0 lesion depth,

measurements should be made at the reflectivity level of at least 3.0 to 4.0 dB.

>
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From our PS-OCT measurements over twelve days, data from Days 0 to 4 that

would support the claim that it is a reliable system to measure lesion depth.

b. Post-Demineralization Lesion Depth Measurements

Post-demineralization results at Day 12, show promise for PS-OCT as a method

to measure depth at a given time point. When compared to PLM, an accepted

modality for imaging lesion depth, the correlation coefficient was r=0.564 at the

0.5 dB level and r-0.550 at the 1.0 dB level.

The most logical explanation for a moderate verses strong correlation is sample

to sample, or, tooth to tooth, variation. Tooth samples for this study were

collected from two sites: one was from a major metropolitan office, and, the other

was from a rural clinic. Differences in enamel could arise from the factors such

as length and composition of storage solution, fluoride content in a donor's

drinking water as a child, and a donor's previous fluoride treatment. None of this

information was available to our laboratory; however, measures were taken to

standardize all enamel surfaces prior to any experimental treatments. Every

sample was polished consistently to remove any previously fluoridated enamel

and to ensure a homogeneous surface.

PLM measurements of lesion depth were higher than the PS-OCT

measurements, for both 0.5 and 1.0 dB, with the exception of the Laser group at
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1.0 dB (Figure 11). PLM, therefore it can be assumed to have a higher sensitivity

for lesion depth measurement than PS-OCT.

2. Lesion Severity Measurements

a. Temporal Lesion Severity Measurements

In addition to measuring lesion depth with PS-OCT, lesion severity was assessed

over Days 0, 1, 4, 9, and 12. Like the trend expected for lesion depth, there

should be an overall increase in lesion severity, as expressed in integrated

reflectivity, AR, over the demineralization period.

The longitudinal PS-OCTAR results revealed trends similar to the lesion depth

analysis: a steady increase in lesion depth from Day 0 to Day 4, a decrease from

Day 4 to Day 9, and an absence of increase from Day 9 to Day 12. The possible

explanations for these encompass the same factors that were proposed for the

lesion depths results - namely, incident beam inconsistencies in intensity,

direction, or detection, as well as solution saturation of calcium and phosphate.

Again, similarly to the conclusion made from lesion depth analysis, PS-OCT data

from Days 0 to 4 that would support the claim that it is a reliable system to

measure lesion severity. Our results do not agree with the previous work of

Jones et al., in which they were able to longitudinally monitor lesion progression

and remineralization.”
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b. Post-Demineralization Lesion Severity Measurements

We expected the lesion severity measurements, integrated reflectivity, AR, as

measured with PS-OCT and the integrated mineral loss, AZ, as measured with

TMR, to correlate in the same manner that lesion depth measurements made

with PS-OCT correlated to lesion depth measurements made with PLM.

Although there was an increase in AZ values as AR values increased, there was

not a strong linear correlation (r=0.391). This conclusion is not consistent with a

2005 study by our Ngaotheppitak et al.,” in which they found a stronger

correlation of AZ and AR for white spot lesions (r=0.98).

As in the analysis of lesion depth measurements, the sample to sample variation

may have accounted for some of the lack of correlation. However, since the

correlation is so low, there may be other factors that contribute as well. To

account for the edge effect, we chose to calculate the integrated mineral loss,

AZ, as the value of AZ inner less the value of AZ outer. The axial depths to which we

chose AZinner and AZ outer to measure would affect the final value of AZ. If we

could have successfully determined the exact extent of the edge effect, and

accordingly chose the proper axial depths for AZinner and AZ outer measurement,

then we may have more reliably calculated an accurate integrated relative

mineral loss value, AZ. Or, if we had sound, non-demineralized enamel which

we could use as a background 9%vol mineral, there would be no need for the

calculations above, and a more simplified means of calculating AZ may yield

more accurate measurements. For future studies, every effort must be made to
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ensure the areas which are intended to Serve a Sound remain free of

demineralization.

% inhibition of demineralization values of Treatment groups (Table 13) were

consistently lower for PS-OCT versus TMR. This tendency implies that PS-OCT

less sensitive than TMR in measuring lesion severity. Nonetheless, PS-OCT is

the only high-resolution, non-invasive means of quantifying lesion severity, and,

therefore is the best alternative.

Although TMR is the gold standard to measure lesion severity, TMR is not

necessarily 100% accurate in its measurements. X-rays are attenuated by the

tooth structure and the accuracy the 9% mineral loss measurement is dependent

on accurate calibration of the image. The section thickness must be accurately

measured within +10 pm, or the resultant measurement of % mineral loss can, in

turn, be inaccurate. To account for this source of error, we re-measured the

section thickness up to three different times for certain samples in which we were

having difficulty in establishing proper calibration. Some sections may have had

a wedge shape in section thickness, so our measurement at a certain point on

the section may be different than another area. To correct for this possible

source of error, we measured the thickness of the section at the anticipate area

where the reading on TMR would be. Since the entire area of interest was only

the length of the 2 mm cross section, plus the minimal Protected area, the

-
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measurement should have been fairly precise. Each thickness value was an

average of ten thickness readings made in sequence.

3. PS-OCT Applications and Future Studies

Despite the findings of the present study, PS-OCT has been demonstrated to

quantify demineralization.” If and when this system is used in vivo,

Several factors should be considered.

PS-OCT scanning, depending on the number of scan and how far apart scans

are taken, can require a considerable amount of time. For example, we scanned

each of our samples for eight minutes over a 3.6 x 0.300 mm area. To scan

occlusal pits or half a buccal surface under these conditions would call for an

unacceptable duration for an operator to steady a handpiece and for the patient

to be still. Compromise in either of these factors would result in a blurred image

and diagnostic value could be lost. The ideal system would work in a clinically

acceptable time period. It should also be able to be used in a moist environment,

with acceptable accuracy when reading signals from a dry or wet tooth surface.

Also, it would not be excessively sensitive to deviations in angulation of the

incident beam or the distance between the handpiece and the tooth. Finally, the

system should be cost effective for the practitioner and the associated software

easy to utilize.
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For future PS-OCT studies, larger sample sizes should be used to decrease the

effect of tooth to tooth differences. Investigator reliability analyses should also be

performed to quantify the amount of error associated with the measurements. In

addition, blinding of the investigator may also eliminate possible bias in the

collection process which can lead to inaccurate results and conclusions. Also, if

we could produce a sample that has 4 treatments plus a sound area, less

confounding factors may be involved. Finally, in vivo studies should be

performed to assess the means of clinical delivery and reliability of clinical

imaging. Our group is currently investigating studies of the latter two aspects

with Success.

Because of the increasing body of literature that has shown success with utilizing

PS-OCT to characterize demineralization, the results of the present study should

not detract from the promise of the system. Since PS-OCT is the only available

high-resolution imaging system which is capable of non-destructively assessing

both lesion depth and severity, more research is indicated to assess its full

potential.

B. Fluoride + Laser Treatment

1. Longitudinal Measurements

We expected that both lesion depth and severity measurements, over the

demineralization period, to show that treatment of Fluoride + Laser increases

º
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resistance of enamel to demineralization. Despite inconsistent longitudinal data,

monitoring a lesion over time, Fluoride + Laser group showed consistent

significant difference from the No Tx group (p<0.05) and no statistical difference

from the Protected areas, within each timepoint. This trend supports the

assertion that combined fluoride and CO2 laser treatment is effective in rendering

enamel resistance to dissolution.

2. Post-Demineralization Measurements

We expected that both lesion depth and severity measurements, over all three

imaging modalities, would show that Fluoride + Laser increases resistance of

enamel to demineralization.

From Day 12 data gathered from PS-OCT, PLM and TMR, the Fluoride + Laser

group showed statistically significant shallow lesion depths when compared to

the No Tx group (p<0.05). In fact, the combined treatment rendered depths

shallow enough and severities mild enough that they were not significantly

different than from the Protected areas, with the exception of the Protected No F set.

The Fluoride group and Laser group also showed less depth and severity

compared to No Tx, however, they did not show consistent significant difference

from No Tx. We can infer, that these singular treatments, are not as efficacious

as the dual treatment of fluoride application plus laser irradiation.

Moreover, from analyzing the 9% inhibition of demineralization values per

Treatment group (Table 13), we can see that, for each modality, the Fluoride +
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Laser group showed the greatest inhibition rates, ranging from 41 to 78%, with

the exception of the AR calculations in which the Fluoride + Laser treatment and

Laser treatment equally inhibited demineralization. In addition, the Laser group

consistently showed an inhibition rate second to Fluoride + Laser, ranging from

23 to 59%, and the Fluoride group showed the least inhibition rate, ranging from

18 to 38%. From these trends, we can conclude that Fluoride + Laser is more

effective that fluoride or laser treatment alone in protecting enamel from

dissolution, up to 78%.

3. Fluoride + Laser Treatment Limitations

The most significant limitation of laser-irradiation of enamel for this study was the

melting of enamel, most strongly seen at the center of the irradiated area. The

melting resulted in a roughened surface topography which causes high

backscatter on PS-OCT images, in both the parallel-axis and perpendicular-axes.

The intense backscatter from the center of the laser-irradiated area, though

mainly due to roughened surface reflection and not depolarization, registered

high AR values nonetheless. Such a signal may indicate a false positive for

demineralization. PS-OCT, therefore, may not a reliable imaging technique to

detect demineralization if it used to image melted enamel treated by CO2 laser.

When choosing a representative location for AR measurement of a laser

irradiated area, we avoided measuring the center of the laser-irradiated area for

this reason.
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Clinically, a roughened topography increases the surface area, making adequate

cleaning more difficult. If bacterial plaque accumulates more readily, the caries

risk increases; therefore, excessive roughening as a side effect of laser

irradiation, is counterproductive to inhibition of demineralization. Therefore,

uniform irradiation is required.

In this study, however, our laser conferred a relatively smooth, uniform surface

with minimal irregularities, lessening the potential difficulty for proper cleaning.

Moreover, the surface melting from our laser treatment was hardly noticeable

with the naked eye. It may be the ideal laser for clinical use in this regard

because it, on gross inspection, produced minimal to no changes in roughness,

translucency, and color of enamel.

In addition to melting, enamel crazing may result from laser irradiation. It is

arguable that cracks in enamel may provide a physical pathway for caries deeper

into the tooth. Crazed pathways, however, also allow fluoride treatment to

penetrate the tooth more deeply into the tooth, conferring protection from

demineralization to an increased depth. This increased fluoride level deep within

the tooth, however, may also serve as a reservoir for fluoride as it permeates

laterally, and even toward the surface when surface fluoride levels decrease.

It is also arguable that the structural changes in the enamel caused by laser

irradiation are detrimental because they are irreversible. Nonetheless, when
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compared to the benefit of increased protection from demineralization with proper

techniques, the risks are not substantial enough to dismiss laser and fluoride

treatment.

4. Fluoride + Laser Applications and Future Studies

The use of CO2 laser as a therapy in demineralization prevention must be

evaluated clinically. A laser for intraoral use should be easily held in a

handpiece and manipulated to fit into difficult to reach buccal and lingual areas.

The energy emitted should not be attenuated excessively by moisture since the

tooth surfaces may be covered with saliva. Yet, if water coolant is used to

prevent excessive heating of the tooth, the amount and velocity of water used

must be tolerable for the patient. The patient must be capable of holding still, as

the laser has the capability to cut soft tissue. This is especially important for

young children, for whom preventive measures maybe most important. Eye

protection for both the practitioner and patient must be worn to prevent ocular

damage.

The system must also be consistent in its emission of energy. The laser used in

our in vitro study delivered an energy level with a consistent Gaussian curve. If

the energy is not well-regulated, spikes in energy may deliver too much energy to

enamel, causing enamel crazing, ablation, or even pulpal damage. Conversely,

if the delivered energy is too low, the some areas of the surface will not reach the
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temperature at which enamel will melt and, therefore, fail to attain the benefit of

increased resistance to demineralization.

After laser-treatment, application of fluoride, via professional application or

regular use of fluoride rinses or toothpastes, will maximize the benefit of

irradiation. Standard protocol for irradiation should mandate subsequent fluoride

delivery.

For future CO2 laser studies, several factors can be investigated. Specific

parameters, including optimal fluence, pulse duration, and water irrigation, should

be identified for optimal therapeutic effect without detrimental rise in pulpal

temperature or excessive melting. Presently, laser-irradiation is linear. In other

words, the beam diameter determines the width of the irradiated area. Methods

to deliver laser-irradiation to a two-dimensional area, instead of a line, should

also be investigated, perhaps including galvometric scanning of the laser beam.

Finally, if the energy level of the laser could be modified to a more even

distribution instead of one resembling a Gaussian curve, the enamel would be

more uniformly melted. Such prevention of excessive melting may allow PS

OCT to penetrate more deeply into the tooth and render lesion severity

measurements more consistent with the gold standard, TMR.
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C. Notable Occurrences of this Study

We experienced several unexpected complications during the experimental

process. Because these occurrences obligated us to adjust our intended

method, they warrant discussion.

Almost ha■ of our samples were destroyed in the sectioning process. In our

initial sectioning attempt, six samples were lost by breakage. At that time, we

verified that our calculations for proper programming of the thickness sectioning

to 200pm were correct and subsequently surmised that the sections were cut too

thinly despite the correct programming of the automated microtome. We then

programmed the microtome to cut increasing thicknesses of sections, starting

from 220 pm up to 450pm. In that process, 13 more samples were destroyed.

We could have better preserved our number of samples if we had identified the

problem of excessively thin sections earlier in the sectioning process and

programmed thicker sections as needed. Despite the loss of samples, there was

still an adequate number to analyze our results with statistical significance.

Furthermore, the clear varnished used with the intention of protecting enamel

from demineralization was not effective over the time period of the

demineralization challenge. The varnish peeled from the enamel allowed

demineralization Solution to contact enamel that we intended to remain Sound.
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In order to minimize that demineralization, we could have addressed the

delamination of clear varnish by several different approaches. As we observed it

peeling from the enamel surface, we could have removed all the varnish from the

sample, replacing the clear varnish with an opaque varnish. Having been used in

other laboratory artificial caries studies, opaque varnish has a distinct advantage.

Red varnish, for example, would be easy to identify if chipped or loose from the

enamel surface. The varnish could then be removed and re-applied as

necessary. The process of removal before scanning and re-application before

demineralization challenge would allow for fresh varnish to better adhere to the

surface. The main disadvantage of using an opaque varnish is the necessity to

remove it for every subsequent scanning session.

We must consider the reason why the varnish peeled if we are to prevent its

inadvertent loss in future studies. Perhaps the varnish peeled because enamel is

porous and the water imbibed from the exposed (non-varnished) area diffused

into the enamel underneath the varnished area. Then, Over time, the moisture

surfaced, pushing the varnish off the tooth. In the future, we could utilize a

varnish that was less susceptible to peeling, use a varnish that was more easily

detectable when delaminated from the enamel surface or remove/reapply varnish

at each scanning/demineralization cycle.
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V. CONCLUSION

Polarization-sensitive optical coherence tomography (PS-OCT) is a new, high

resolution imaging system that utilizes near-infrared (IR) light and has numerous

advantages over conventional clinical techniques and newer optic-based

systems. The most significant advantage of PS-OCT is its ability to characterize

lesions by non-destructive means, allowing for in vivo assessment of

demineralization.

By measuring the increase in back-scattering and depolarization from reflected

IR light, PS-OCT can produce depth-resolved images of dental enamel. From

this investigation, we demonstrated the PS-OCT was able to show significant

differences between treatment groups. And, although we expected to see higher

correlations with polarized light microscopy for lesion depth measurement, and

transverse microradiography for lesion severity measurement, we now

understand that laser-induced melting of enamel interfered with PS-OST

penetration into the tooth, and prevented more accurate measures.

In this study, we have shown that the combination of CO2 laser irradiation and

topical fluoride application, have an increased inhibitory effect in rendering

enamel resistant to demineralization, significantly different from no treatment.
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These findings are important in the management of demineralization in that, if

PS-OCT can detect early demineralization, especially in high risk patients or in

high risk areas dental areas, therapeutic measures, such as CO2 laser irradiation

in combination with fluoride application, can be employed to prevent further

demineralization. PS-OCT could then be used for the in vivo monitoring of lesion

arrest or reversal, as a result of therapeutic treatments.
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Appendix A: PS-OCT 0.5 dB Lesion Depths (um) by Treatment
Set, Treatment Group and Sample at Days 0, 1, 4, 9, and 12

11

12

14

17

18

20

Ave

SD

|Fluoride Set T.

Sample/ Laser
Day

Ave

129

72 138 100 37

34 32 44 34

68 66 49 53 67

60 72 90 35 56

12 84 64 32 29

52 62 74 53 46

53 73 63 55 64

45 100 126 43 28

48 43 93 30 22

27 53 43 25 18

19 30 27 12 17

"No Fluoride Set

-

0 1 4 9 12

33 42 96 81 9

37 72 76 68 64

40 114 75 95 124

85 42 59 53 15

22 58 11.0 38 42

30 547 64 42

22 73 79 48

83 99 120 93 71

125 115 108 78 80

70 68 142 55 79

70 75 87 76 48

43 50 79 63 29

37 65 80 49 30

112 86 112 73 2s,
58 74 92 65 49.
32 24 23 20 30

Fluoride
0 1

76 171

60 52

64 76

57 80

69 84

47 65

58 82

57 75

44 41

63 56

59 78

9 36

No TX
O 1

27 50

46 86

84 91

54 73

36 100

61 97

31 58

121 118

103 101

95 96

23 23

61 92

62 88

76 89

64 80

29 26

174

41

62

88

67

77

73

85

79

89

136

141

110

87

120

90

141

129

141

73

110

80

117

112

24

75

55

12

:
10

42

25

47

92

97

107

52

148

103

100

45

90

125

83

91

30

12

115

85

67

58

29

72

43

62

24

59

28

12

21

127
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83
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23

53

57

59

80

46

10

49

38

63

65

43

37

23

9

14

26

29

78
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14

59

O

45

14

24

57

34

23

40

55

53

25

f
19

30

15

12

13

37

53

9

9

22

32

37

64

24

23

37

15

17

29

16

PS-COT files from samples M, N, 5 and 6 from Day 9 were lost. Samples D, E, F, L, J, K, L, O, R,

Protected (F)
0 1 4

40 85 86

38 47 40

48 42 46

60 28 73

51 39 113

53 72 88

44 51 74

41 30 88

60 36 60

102 97 101

54. 53 77

19 24 23

Protected (No F)
0

37

55

41

22

22

53

45

33

88

48

26

83

48

35

47

20

1

42

55

62

24

24

75

43

40

86

51

23

40

51

31

48

18

4

63

52

96

62

62

81

179

93

209

97

83

93

55

39

92

49

T, 1, 2, 34, 9, 10, 13, 15, 17, 19 were fractioned on sectioning. These PS-OCT values from
these samples are not reported.
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Appendix B: PS-OCT 1.0 dB Lesion Depths (um) by Treatment
Set, Treatment Group and Sample at Days 0, 1, 4, 9, and 12

º -

Sample Fluoridet Laser
Day

11

12

14

17

18

20

Ave

SD

Sample■ . Laser
Day

Ave

0 1 4 9 12

56 123 80 32

26 23 27 21

61 53 40 24 55

61 53 40 24 55

5 71 49 5 26

44 47 71 22 31

37 66 51 23 40

35 81 53 34 22

35 19 71 21 16

15 46 18 22 7

19 30 20 8 16

º
- -No Fluoride Set

0 1 4 9 12

12 36 81 59 0

33 48 59 59 45

32 78 69 80 109

66 27 40 36 6

10 48 75 25 14

14 36 53 38

16 63 63 49

74 75 111 73 37

100 98 90 63 48

161 56 95 44 65

54 61 75 46 35

25 39 68 19 12

22 52 62 29 22

88 75 86 48 18
'49 se 74 4s 34 "

42 20 18 20 28

Fluoride
0 1

68 137

26 23

68 137

40 73

53 71

38 55

46 67

39 59

23 10

41 46

44 68

15 42

No TX
O 1

18 41

38 73

36 77

39 47

22 85

36 65

23 42

115 88

87 73

185 79

184 63

108 74

43 71

56 81

70 66

55 18

147

27
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79

49

52

67

61

55

72

42

81

124
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93

78
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72
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87
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19

38

40

32

43

24

18
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33
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59
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16
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97
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48
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28
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72
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36
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21

Protected (No F)
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35
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23
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33
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88

76

22
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13
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47

1

79

43

22

19

34

61

41

15

288

79

68

81

1

34

35

42

19

55

30

30

32

83

11

5

16

10

20

30

20

4

48

31

34

56

105

66

63

66

52

78
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22

4

56

43

81

48

71

41

41

68

158

74

76

51

43

28
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31

9

3

10

20

63

31

35

37

29

20

23

20
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Appendix C: PLM Lesion Depths (um) by Treatment Set,
Treatment Group, and Sample at Day 12

Sample IFIuoride: Laserº: Fluoride Protected (F)
5 75 128 30
6 41 152 83
7 20 119 21
8 26 62 12

11 28 82 33
12 13 29 20
14 11 125 37
17 11 46 19
18 34 125 96
20 30 66 17

Ave I-29-. 93 36
SD 19 42 29

No Fluoride Set

Sample " Laser : No TX Protected (No F)
A 90 130 25
B 117 146 57
C 143 169 64
G 24 101 75
H 80 127 60
M 68 145 38
N 40 115 50
Q 81 173 62
S 28 90 39
U 96 131 38
V 63 137 49
W 24 52 35
X 31 165 45
Y 118 151 45

Ave . 69 º 131 48
SD 38 32 14
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Appendix D: PS-OCTAR (dB x pum) by Treatment Set, Treatment
Group and Sample at Day 12

Ave

SD

-

Sample . Laser

Day

Ave

0 1 4 9 12

221 151 147 74

144 76 105 62

189 157 150 31 66

245 133 319 52 115

57 113 272 27 49

99 119 189 79 74

110 223 219 58 187

173 238 198 272 97

195 101 218 101 78

52 168 43 36 27

77 62 86 77 42

. No Fluoride Set

0 1 4 9 12

39 97 310 1 14 18

188 188 304 748 138

89 223 313 142 214

219 79 139 62 23

36 133 135 36 39

75 121 192 72

166 153 157 34
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271 200 390 90 87

1so 1s2 2ss 137 at .
103 49 91 187 60
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45
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1
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1
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34
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4
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353
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259
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9 12
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34 12
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23 37
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Appendix E: TMRAZ (%vol.x pum) by Treatment Set, Treatment
Group and Sample at Day 12

º

Florida. Laser 1 Funae Protected (F)
Sample AZinner AZouter AZ AZinner AZouter AZ AZinner AZouter AZ

5 16328 13865 2463 2211 5453 3832 1.4914 12104 2810

6 17791 16063 1728 2617 2965 2791 17813 15756 2057

7 18173 16234 1939 5316 2603 3960 17964 15526 2438

8 1619.2 12988 3204 5298 4662 4980 14411 10911 3500

11 15009 12356 2653 2977 2956 2967 15906 13998 1908

12 16528 13168 3360 3947 3284 3616 15794 13273 2521

14 17064 15301 1763 3731 2059 2895 16121 13064. 3057

17 10827 10256 571 633 1055 844 9317 8710 607

18 14969 13187 1782 2226 1533 1880 14555 12924 1631

20 17865 15432 2433 2458 2560 2509 16884 14521 2363
Ave 14613 12623 2856 2648 3027 15368 13079 2289

SD 5259 4552 1017 1677 1539 1430 5188 4431 1031

--- - -- - -No Fluoride Set
*- =

Laser . . No Tx Protected (No F)
Sample AZinner AZouter AZ AZinner AZouter AZ AZinner AZouter AZ

B 17648 13563 4085 4802 4145 4474 17631 14930 2701

C 16719 14135 2584 2814 4227 3521 15219 12501 2718

G 15776 1361.1 2165 3050 3050 3050 15940 13620 2320

H 15137 12620 2517 21 19 2056 2088 19345 15676 3669

M 15288 12020 3268 5441 42.34 4838 14337 11203 3134

N 14888 12835 2053 4729 2472 3601 13017 11631 1386

P 16376 13616 2760 9310 2755 6033 14666 12896 1770

Q 15979 13873 2106 2175 4136 3156 15337 13612 1725

S 17584. 14353 3231 3478 3366 3422 17296 14111 3185

U 17552 14045 3507 3461 4591 4026 17035 13460 3575

V 14574 12343 2231 3674 2738 3206 14734 12556 21.78

Y 16695 12953 3742 3044 3272 3158 17617 13359 4258

Ave 1618s 13331 tº 2854. 3700 3157 3714 16015 13296 2718
SD 1085 757 694 2180 1237 1419 1792 1269 880

Digital files from Samples A and X were corrupted and to able to be analyzed.
Sample W was fractured and to able to be analyzed by with TMR.
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